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The primary purpose of this study was to design and validate a measure of teacher

knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment (TK-UDA). Guided by a validity

framework, a number of inferences, assumptions, and evidences supported this

investigation. By addressing a series of research questions, evidence was garnered for the

use of the measure to describe what teachers know about assessment accessibility issues

through their application of seven UDA principles. The investigation used research designs

and sampling procedures specific to each research question. The TK-UDA was designed to

capture depth of knowledge, from background to declarative to applied, through a variety

of item types. Internal, external, and teacher reviews provided evidence to support the

content validity ofthe measure, and, based on the feedback from these reviews, the
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measure was revised to improve content and clarity. The measure was then implemented

online; a purposeful sample of experts and inservice and preservice teachers was invited to

participate in the study. It was anticipated that these participants would represent a range of

knowledge ofUDA. Following measure implementation, analyses were conducted to

evaluate whether performance on items accurately reflected a continuum of teacher

knowledge. Evidence of discriminant/criterion-related validity was examined by evaluating

group differences. Based on results from t-tests and MANOVAs, no significant differences

between groups (based on level of expertise) were found. Item Response Theory (IRT)

scaling of items along a continuum indicated that declarative knowledge items were

generally less difficult than applied knowledge items. IRT scaling of person scores

represented a rather narrow range of knowledge within the sample. Reliability estimates

from the IRT scaling and test-retest indicated strong item reliability, relatively weak person

reliability, and satisfactory test-retest reliability, respectively. To obtain evidence regarding

the usefulness of the measure to determine professional development needs, a Kruskal

Wallis rank-order test was conducted to evaluate the differential difficulty ofUDA

elements within the applied knowledge section. This provided initial evidence for

identifYing professional development needs at the element level. These results provide

information that will guide further instrument development and future research in this area.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Universal design is rooted in architecture and product design; at its core is the

belief that products and environments can be designed "to be usable by all people, to the

greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design" (Center

for Universal Design, 2008, ,-r 1). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends this

concept to address issues of accessibility within assessment systems (Thompson,

Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002).

Recent federal legislation has emphasized improving academic achievement for

all students including students with disabilities, those who are economically

disadvantaged, and English language learners (e.g., No Child Left Behind [NCLB], U. S.

Department of Education [USDE], 2001; Title I ofNCLB; Individuals with Disabilities

Education Act [IDEA], 2004). Central to these regulations are efforts to close the

achievement gap between educationally disadvantaged students and their peers, and

increase access to and inclusion in general education curricula, as well as participation in

educational accountability assessments. However, as noted by Meo (2008), "such laws do

little to address the biggest impediment to improving student outcomes: the curriculum,
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[including classroom-level assessments] which is often not flexible enough to enable

teachers to meet the needs of diverse learners" (p. 22).

According to a compilation of data from state departments of education, the

percentage of educationally disadvantaged students steadily increased between 2002 and

2006; the most recent data indicate 13.6% of students enrolled in public schools are

students with disabilities, 40.9% are economically disadvantaged, and 8.5% are English

language learners (Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 2008).

Educationally disadvantaged students are often prevented from participating fully in

instruction and learning and from demonstrating their knowledge and proficiency due to

the multitude of skills and knowledge (including language fluency and cultural

familiarity) required to approach and access information and assessments, some of which

are irrelevant to the constructs being taught and measured (Dolan, Hall, Banjeree, Chun,

& Strangman, 2005; Ketterlin-Geller, 2005; Coltrane, 2002). These construct-irrelevant,

or "access" skills, prevent students not only from accessing course content, but also from

demonstrating their proficiency in the domain tested and potentially undermine their

performance (Dolan, et aI, 2005). Consequently, test validity may be threatened, resulting

in misguided interpretation and misinformed use of scores in decision-making (Messick,

1989). By removing access barriers, through appropriate accommodations and by

designing instruction and assessments that incorporate principles of universal design, a

wider range of students can effectively participate in learning and evaluation.

Traditional assessments (i.e., assessments that do not incorporate features of

universal design), are limited to the extent that they exclude students "at the margins"

(Dolan, Rose, Burling, Harms, & Way, 2007, p. 4), and assume similar expected
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outcomes for a presumably homogenous group of students (Rose & Dolan, 2000). As is

apparent from the diversity present in classrooms across the nation, these limitations

provoke important considerations for the assessment of student achievement and its

outcomes. For students 'at the margins', that is, "those students who are doing poorly in

traditional classrooms and for whom assessment is often most important" (Dolan, et ai.,

2007, p. 4), traditional assessments are likely to be neither fair nor accurate (Rose &

Meyer, 2002). In addition, the results of traditional assessments tend to be confounded by

student characteristics (e.g., visual acuity, decoding ability, motivation) that are not

intended elements of the construct being measured, thus interfering with accurate

measurement and interpretation of student learning (Rose & Meyer, 2002; Ketterlin

Geller, 2008). For these reasons, a flexible approach to assessment that accurately

measures and promotes logical interpretation of student performance is necessary to

"enhance the meaningfulness of assessments for all students" (Dolan et ai., 2007, p. 4).

The concept and guiding principles of UDA hold the keys to improving student

assessment.

As UDA and its applications continue to develop and evolve, and as classrooms

become increasingly diverse, it is critically important for teachers to know the philosophy

behind this concept, incorporate elements of UDA into their classroom assessments, and

accurately interpret student performance and make instructional decisions based on

universally designed tests. As knowledge brokers and assessors, teachers are responsible

for implementing high-quality instructional and assessment practices. Although teachers

themselves may be considered highly-qualified based on their content knowledge

competence and possession of a teaching license (USDE, 2001), most teachers have had
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limited training in ways in which to assess student learning beyond writing objectives and

using traditional test and item formats (Ellwein & Graue [1996] as cited in Shepard,

2000; Stiggins, 1999). Knowledge and use of appropriate student assessment practices is

essential to instructional and decision-making processes. As test developers, consumers,

and instructional decision-makers, teachers need to look critically at existing measures of

student achievement, their uses and implications, and inferences made from their results.

As UDA elements are used to guide the development of assessments, from large-scale,

high-stakes tests to those used to measure student performance at the classroom level,

teachers and other educational stakeholders may reasonably anticipate better alignment

across tests as a result of clearly defined and appropriately measured constructs and have

greater confidence in the accessibility and accuracy of tests and subsequent student

achievement outcomes. By 'leveling the playing field' at the classroom level, UDA

supports more valid and accurate interpretations and comparisons of student

performance.

Extending the concept and principles of UDA to classroom assessments will

require addressing teacher knowledge in this area. To date, this appears to be uncharted

territory. The first step in this endeavor, explicated in the following chapters, is to design

and validate a measure of teacher knowledge ofUDA. By addressing the following

research questions, evidence is garnered for the use of the measure to describe what

teachers know about assessment accessibility issues through their application of seven

UDA principles (described in detail in the next chapter).
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1. Is the content of the measure representative of the seven UDA principles?

2. Does the measure yield scores that reflect a continuum of teacher knowledge?

a. Is performance on background knowledge items correlated with

performance on declarative and applied knowledge items?

b. Are declarative and applied knowledge scores correlated, forming a

single UDA knowledge measurement dimension?

c. Are teachers' declarative and applied knowledge ofUDA scores

structured from high (declarative) to low (applied)?

3. Does the measure effectively differentiate levels of expertise, in relation to:

a. Teacher knowledge ofUDA (overall)?

b. Types of knowledge (background, declarative, applied)?

4. Are UDA element domain scores (sub-scores) from applied knowledge

(scenario) items useful for identifying professional development needs?

a. Are domain scores correlated, forming a single UDA skill

measurement dimension?

b. Are domain scores differentially difficult?

c. Do domain scores differentiate experts from non-experts?

The results of this study primarily provide direction for measure revisions and

further instrument development and some initial evidence that substantiates the need for

teacher professional development in this area. In addition, this study sets the stage for

future research that explores (a) the design and delivery of a professional development

curriculum for UDA, (b) the use ofthe measure presented herein as a pre-/post-test to
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evaluate the effectiveness of professional development programs in terms of increased

teacher knowledge and application ofUDA, and (c) specific applications ofUDA to

classroom assessments (including comparisons of student scores on UO and non-UD tests

in various subject areas).
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE SYNTHESIS

The primary purpose of assessment is to evaluate student learning and progress,

the results of which inform instructional practices. Assessments may also be used to

evaluate the performance of teachers, schools, and districts; to make comparisons

between schools, districts and states; and to evaluate the effects of changes in curricula or

practice (Rose & Dolan, 2000). Given the many uses of assessment and its varied

implications, from evaluation of student performance at the classroom level, to large

scale, high-stakes assessments that may determine a student's instructional placement,

whether s/he is eligible for a diploma, or his/her ability to succeed in post-secondary

education, the need for fair and accurate assessments is clear. Universal design for

assessment (UDA) reduces sources of error that may interfere with the assessment of

learning (Rose & Dolan, 2000), therefore yielding more accurate assessment results that

lead to more appropriate and effective instructional decisions.

The philosophical roots of UDA are reflected in assessment standards and legal

mandates. The Standardsfor Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA, APA, and

NCME, 1999) state that:

... all examinees be given a comparable opportunity to demonstrate their standing

on the construct(s) the test is intended to measure. Just treatment also includes
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such factors as appropriate testing conditions and equal opportunity to become

familiar with the test format, practice materials, and so forth. In situations where

individual or group test results are reported, just treatment also implies that such

reporting be accurate and fully informative (p. 74).

Within NCLB (US. Department of Education, 2001) are provisions for testing at least

95% of the total student population and significant subgroups (averaged over three years;

states determine subgroups). As noted by Secretary Paige (2004), "[p]articipation in

assessments makes our schools more inclusive, responsive and fair in meeting the needs

of struggling students, which is why accountability is at the heart ofNo Child Iefi

Behind' (,-r3). The participation of a wider range of students with varying abilities,

experiences, and linguistic backgrounds requires more flexible and accurate assessments

(Dolan, et al., 2007). Johnstone (2003) notes that "[a]lthough much of the research

conducted in UDA to date has been concerned with making assessments more accessible

to students with disabilities, there is often a spillover effect for other students, that

is, ...English language learners, struggling readers, and students from diverse

socioeconomic backgrounds also benefit" (p. 169).

Although the provisions noted above allude to elements of universal design

(described in detail below), the inclusion of UDA principles in large-scale assessments is

still in its infancy. Application ofUDA to classroom-level assessments is even less

developed, but holds great potential and important implications for instructional

practices. Embedding assessment into curriculum and instruction supports a formative

cycle of ongoing feedback and decision-making that is critical to learning (Rose & Dolan,

2000). Rose and Dolan (2000) note that this type of evaluation is rarely done in schools,
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and is often supplanted by summative evaluation which, the authors argue, often poses an

"ultimate obstacle, hurdle, or failure detector" (,-r 28).

The purpose of this literature synthesis is to trace the theoretical and historical

roots of universal design from its inception in architecture and product design to its

applications in education, including universal design for learning (UDL) and universal

design for assessment (UDA). A major focus of this synthesis is on UDA and its practical

implications, including its impact on state and district policy and extension to classroom

practices. This synthesis concludes with a discussion ofthe measure of teacher

knowledge of universal design for assessment (TK-UDA) developed for this study and

the validity evidences needed to support its uses and score interpretations. The literature,

research, and examples cited throughout this paper were sought using the search terms

listed in Table 1, and acquired primarily through the University of Oregon's library

(either electronically, or from journals housed in the university's library, or through

Summit - an inter-library loan system) or acquired through coursework. Additional

articles and websites were accessed online through Google/Google Scholar.

Table 1

Search Terms for Literature, Research, and Examples

Concept

Universal design

Educational
assessment

Alternative terms

Universal design in education

Universal design for learning (UDL)

Universal design for assessment (UDA)

Accountability/high-stakes assessments

Classroom assessments/Assessment of student learning

Accommodations/Test Accommodations
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Table 1 (continued)

Search Terms/or Literature, Research, and Examples

Concept

Education policy

Teacher knowledge

Validity

Alternative terms

No Child Left Behind (NCLB, 2001)

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 2004)

Title I (NCLB, 2001)

U.S. school enrollment

Espoused and enacted knowledge

Teacher practice

Teacher learning

Assessment/Test standards

Validity framework

Validity evidences - content, response processes, criterion,
statistical analyses (reliability, model fit)

Origins of Universal Design

With its roots in architecture and product design, the intent of universal design is

to benefit people of all ages and abilities by "making products, communications, and the

built environment more usable by as many people as possible" (Center for Universal

Design, 2008, ~ 2). With the adoption of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA;

1990) and subsequent ADA Standards for Accessible Design (1991), public spaces began

to change to improve physical accessibility (Center for Universal Design, 2008). Initially,

changes in public spaces were designed as add-ons, the results of which were often

"costly and unattractive" (Pisha & Coyne, 2001, p. 198). To address this issue, the term

'universal design' was coined by Ron Mace, an architect and wheelchair user, to promote
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the idea that accessibility could be considered proactively within the design/development

stages rather than as an afterthought (Pisha & Coyne, 2001).

The Center for Universal Design (CUD), founded in 1989 by Ron Mace, "is a

national information, technical assistance, and research center that evaluates, develops,

and promotes accessible and universal design in housing, commercial and public

facilities, outdoor environments, and products"; the Center's mission is to

"improve environments and products through design innovation, research, education and

design assistance" (CUD, 2008, ~ 1). The CUD has established seven principles to guide

the design of environments, products, and communications (www.design.ncsu.edu/cud).

These include (a) equitable use, (b) flexibility in use, (c) simple and intuitive design, (d)

perceptible information/effective communication, (e) tolerance for error, (f) low physical

effort, and (g) appropriate size and space for approach and use. Although these principles

primarily address design considerations for physical spaces, they have broad influence on

other fields including healthcare, the arts, and education (Thompson & Thurlow, 2002).

Universal Design in Education

Adopting the universal design paradigm and adapting it to educational settings

can promote effective inclusion of students, access to general education curricula, and

assessment of student learning. According to Acrey, Johnstone, & Milligan (2005),

"universal design is a philosophy that is applicable at the national, state, school, or

classroom level" (p. 24). The President's Commission on Excellence in Special

Education (US. Department of Education, 2002) suggested collaboration between

general and special education instructional systems to provide effective instruction in

general education and specifically recommended incorporating universal design into
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accountability tools. IDEA (2004) provides an additional impetus for universal design in

education as it "mandates a fuller inclusion of individuals with disabilities in general

education classrooms and activities" (Erlandson, 2002, p. 2). As noted by Rose and

Meyer (2000), "Universal Design does not imply 'one size fits all' but rather

acknowledges the need for alternatives to suit many different people's needs" ('i! 5). In

educational contexts, the concept of universal design is applicable to both instruction and

assessment. The following sections explicate Universal Design for Learning (UDL) and

Universal Design for Assessment (UDA).

Universal design for learning (UDL). The ability for students to interact with

curriculum and instruction is wholly dependent on their ability to access content in

meaningful ways that promote learning (Orkwis & McLane, 1998). This is largely a

condition of the design and flexibility of the curricular materials used in instruction.

Orkwis and McLane (1998) define UOL as:

the design of instructional materials and activities that allows the learning goals to

be achievable by individuals with wide differences in their abilities to see, hear,

speak, move, read, write, understand English, attend, organize, engage, and

remember. Universal design for learning is achieved by means of flexible

curricular materials and activities that provide alternatives for students with

disparities in abilities and backgrounds...Universal design does not mean that the

instructional materials and activities accommodate students by lowering the

standards. (p. 9)
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In a universally designed curriculum, attention is paid to the goals of the learning

experience (Rose & Meyer, 2000), materials and methods are appropriately challenging

and flexible, and assessment is flexible, formative, and provides accurate information to

help teachers make instructional decisions and maximize student learning (Hitchcock,

Meyer, Rose, & Jackson, 2002). By recognizing, planning for, and supporting a

continuum of student abilities, universally designed curricula include a variety of options

for accessing, using, and engaging with information (Rose & Meyer, 2002); "UDL shifts

the burden for reducing obstacles in the curriculum away from special educators and the

students themselves and leads to the development of a flexible curriculum that can

support all learners more effectively" (Hitchcock, et aI., 2002, p. 9).

Researchers at the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) pioneered the

concept of UDL and continue to study its applications and outcomes. Central to their

UDL framework are three interconnected neural networks identified through cognitive

neuroscience research - recognition, strategic, and affective - that address the "what",

"how", and "why" oflearning, respectively (CAST, 2008). Within the recognition

network, objects and the overall context are discerned. The strategic network then

promotes closer examination of objects and information to be gleaned. Finally, the

affective network influences the length oftime and amount of attention paid to the

information. In order to support the roles of each brain network in learning, CAST

researchers developed three UDL principles. These include: (a) multiple means of

representation, (b) multiple means of action and expression, and (c) multiple means of

engagement. Incorporating each of these into a universally-designed curriculum yields

various learner benefits, including a variety of ways through which students can acquire
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information, alternatives for learners to demonstrate their knowledge, and connections to

learner interests (Table 2). Most importantly, inclusion of these principles promotes

access to curriculum and instruction by reducing extraneous effort, often "expended in

overcoming barriers and poorly designed pedagogies" (Hitchcock et aI., p. 15).

Table 2

Universal Designfor Learning (UDL): A Summary ofNeural Networks, UDL Principles,
and Learner Benefits

Neural network

Recognition

Strategic

Affective

UDL principle

Multiple, flexible means of
representation

Multiple, flexible means of
action and expression

Multiple, flexible means of
engagement

Learner benefits

Gives learners various ways of
acquiring information and
knowledge

Provides alternatives for learners
to demonstrate what they know

Draws on learners' interests,
presents appropriate challenges,
and increases motivation

Adapted from CAST (2008); www.cast.org/research/udl

Rose & Meyer (2000) argue that "[a]lthough UDL would be theoretically possible

using traditional materials, it is not practically feasible" (~ 23) due to logistical burdens of

space, cost, and management. The authors contend that the use of digital multimedia

technologies is ideally suited to UDL because of its versatility and flexibility. For

example, a student reading a digital text has the ability to increase font size, hear text read

aloud, click on a word to get its definition, and adjust the reading level (e.g., UDL

Editions by CAST). It is important to recognize that multimedia tools are not inherently

universally designed and can be as inflexible and inaccessible as print media; however,

by considering the principles of universal design and embedding elements to support
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learner interaction during software development, designers can avoid a number of

barriers and promote access to content (Rose & Meyer, 2000; CAST, 2008).

Although Rose and Meyer (2000) doubt the practical feasibility ofUDL without

technology, it is important to note the value and impact of good pedagogy; that is,

effective instructional design will certainly reflect UDL principles. Hitchcock et al.

(2002) present a profile of a UDL classroom in which learning is fostered through

multiple representations of content, models of skilled performance, scaffolded support,

multiple and varied practice opportunities, and ongoing feedback, within a meaningful

social environment that promotes collaboration over competition. These elements parallel

many of those identified by Kame'enui and Simmons (1990; 1999) as elements of

effective instructional design. The key to successful implementation of UDL lies in the

acknowledgement that no single medium or method is accessible to all learners, and that

the choice of content, media, and tools is intended to help students achieve learning goals

through a balance of challenge and support (Hitchcock, et aI., 2002).

Universal design for assessment (UDA). Critical to effective instruction is

accurate assessment of student learning. Dolan and Hall (2001) state that "one of the

most important and consequential elements of instruction is assessment. Whether

assessment is embedded into teaching...or administered separately ... , it must provide

students with adequate and equitable means to express their knowledge and

understanding if it is to provide accurate feedback on the performance of students" (p. 3).

This sentiment is also endorsed by Menken (2000) and Coltrane (2002) who note the

importance of alignment between classroom instruction, curricula, standards, and
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assessment for accurate evaluation of student learning and effective instructional

decision-making.

The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA, APA, and

NCME, 1999) state that the goal of standardized assessment is "to provide accurate and

comparable measurement for everyone, and unfair advantage to no one. The degree of

standardization is dictated by that goal, and by the intended use of the test" (p. 61). This

presents a formidable, yet reasonable, challenge to assessment developers and teachers

alike to ensure that student achievement and subsequent interpretations and decisions are

based upon valid and reliable measures of students' knowledge and skills (Johnstone,

2003). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends the concept of universal design

from the fields of architecture and product development to address issues of accessibility

within assessment systems (Thompson, Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002). UDA principles

have recently been applied to large-scale and computer-based assessments to promote the

participation of the widest range of students possible and valid interpretation of

assessment results and student performance (Thompson et aI., 2002).

The National Center on Educational Outcomes (Thompson et aI., 2002), through a

review of assessment, universal design, and instructional design literature, has identified

the following seven elements of universally designed assessments:

1. Inclusive assessment population - Test development processes should

consider the context of the populations to be assessed, including the range of

abilities and skills within the population. Assessments should present

appropriate opportunities for students to demonstrate their knowledge, and
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need to be responsive to diversity, the inclusion of all students, and the

demands of accountability.

2. Precisely defined constructs - Clearly defined constructs "are essential for

making sound and valid educational decisions based on assessment results"

(Johnstone, 2003). By clearly defining the construct to be measured and

purpose of the assessment, construct-irrelevant barriers (i.e., cognitive,

sensory, emotional, and physical obstacles) are reduced.

3. Accessible, non-biased items - Items are biased to the extent that they

disadvantage a particular group oftest-takers. Bias may result from the

language of an item, such as words or phrases that are place or culture

specific, or may contain language that is insensitive to a particular gender or

culture. Potentially biasing elements are defined by Popham and Lindheim

(1980) as "anything in an item that could potentially advantage or

disadvantage any subgroup of examinees within the populations to be tested"

(cited in Thompson, et aI., 2002, p. 10). In addition, measurement or item bias

may be present if scores obtained by examinees who have the same ability,

but are from different groups, yield different covariances among item

responses (internal) or different correlations with non-test items (external). As

a consequence, the measurement scale is varies across groups (scores are not

comparable), or is differentially predictive, respectively.

4. Amenable to accommodations - Universally designed assessments may

reduce, but not eliminate, the need for accommodations. Accommodations

may include changes in test presentation, response format, time, and
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environment to reduce the impact of a student's disability while maintaining

the intended construct (Ketterlin-Geller & Johnstone, 2006). As a result,

construct-irrelevant barriers are reduced, and access to test content is

improved.

5. Simple, clear, and intuitive instructions and procedures - Directions and tasks

should be understandable and consistent across sections of a test. An

important consideration is whether or not students will be able to work

independently through the assessment (Tindal & Fuchs, 1999).

6. Maximum readability and comprehensibility - Text and definitions should be

simple and clear; content and important ideas should be presented in logical

sequence. Conciseness and use of plain language do not alter the content, but

instead improve comprehensibility and make content accessible to test takers.

7. Maximum legibility - Legibility refers to three main test features: text,

illustrations, and response format. Text characteristics to be considered

include contrast, type size, font, and spacing (between lines and letters).

Illustrations, graphs and tables should support the content of the text and be

clearly labeled; unrelated illustrations are unnecessary and often distracting

(Johnstone, 2003). Black and white line drawings are the most clear. Response

formats often require students to "bubble in" their answers. Generally, larger

circles ("bubbles") and allowing students to mark in their test booklet, rather

than on a separate answer sheet, are recommended (Johnstone, 2003).
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Together, these elements help to guide test developers in designing and improving

assessments to meet minimum or baseline requirements for accessibility and to

effectively measure the knowledge and skills of the widest range of students possible.

UDA and Test Accommodations

Universal design doesn't necessarily eliminate the need for accommodations,

rather it sets the stage for ensuring accessibility to a broad range of students, some of

whom may require additional changes to the assessment setting, presentation, response

format, or timing to participate in assessment opportunities and demonstrate their

knowledge and skills. Accommodations can be defined as "changes in instruction or

assessment practices that reduce the impact of an individual's disability on his or her

interaction with the material" (Ketterlin-Geller & Johnstone, 2006, p. 164).

Accommodations are intended to level the playing field by improving the accessibility of

the test, not by altering the difficulty or construct (Tindal & Fuchs, 1999; Ketterlin-Geller

& Johnstone, 2006). Typically, these are post hoc adaptations to the setting, presentation,

response format, and/or timing of an assessment (Bremer, Clapper, Hitchcock, Hall &

Kachgal, 2002). Thurlow et al. (2000) describe three requisite conditions for

accommodations, including an established positive impact on student performance for

students with disabilities, no impact for students without disabilities (i.e. the

accommodation does not provide an advantage to students without the target disability),

and maintenance of the measurement's psychometric properties.

Without accommodations, test validity may be compromised due to the

interference of construct-irrelevant barriers with students' abilities to demonstrate their
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knowledge and skills, effectively excluding them from participation in assessments (Dolan

& Hall, 2001). Effective accommodations are those that reduce construct-irrelevant

variance without changing the test construct (Ketterlin-Geller & Johnstone, 2006). To

date, research on accommodations reveals varied effectiveness (e.g. Bremer et al., 2002;

Johnstone, 2003). Accommodations are limited in a number of ways, including (a)

variability in their assignment and administration across students, teachers (or test

administrators) and settings, (b) restrictions in terms of what they can accomplish (Dolan

& Hall, 2001), and (c) insensitivity to individual differences (Ketterlin-Geller, 2005).

Technology can effectively support and standardize accommodations to reduce

variability, promote independent access to test adaptations, and presents an effective tool

for creating tests with embedded accommodations and elements of UDA (Dolan & Hall,

2001; Dolan et aI., 2007; Johnstone, 2003).

Implications of UDA for Assessment Design

UDA has the potential to address the issues and limitations of accommodations

and essentially reduce the need for test adaptations by "seek[ing] to amend the

environment by creating individually tailored tests based on individual needs" (Ketterlin

Geller, 2005, p. 5). Although "accommodations can be an effective means for providing

students with disabilities access to a test, they can only go so far in correcting

assessments that test extraneous knowledge and abilities, such as reading abilities in a

science test" (Dolan & Hall, 2001, p. 5). By embedding accommodations and support

into assessments, rather than assigning them as add-ons to the test, students will be better
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able to access test content and demonstrate their knowledge and understanding, teachers

(and other stakeholders) will be able to more accurately compare student performance,

and validity of educational decisions will improve (Ketterlin-Geller, 2005).

To develop a test that incorporates the elements ofUDA, a number of

considerations are necessary. At all stages of test development, Thompson, Johnstone,

Anderson, and Miller (2005) recommend the following eight considerations: (a)

incorporating elements of universal design in the early stages of test development, (b)

including disability, technology, and language acquisition experts in item reviews, (c)

providing professional development for item developers and reviewers on use of the

considerations for universal design, (d) presenting the items being reviewed in the format

in which they will appear on the test, (e) including standards being tested with the items

being reviewed, (f) trying out items with students, (g) field testing items in

accommodated formats, and (h) reviewing computer-based items on computers.

Additional considerations include content expert and stakeholder review of the

assessment and the use of statistical procedures to determine item functioning. By

including content experts in the review process, the test construct and content domain can

be confirmed or refined, and the test can be reviewed for potential bias, readability and

legibility, and suitability of materials and instructions (Hanna, 2005). Soliciting feedback

from various stakeholders (e.g., students, parents, teachers, etc.) can reveal issues

regarding the appropriateness and uses of the test in terms of the target population

(Ketterlin-Geller, 2005). Statistical procedures, such as differential item functioning and

item response theory, "ensure that the items accurately measure the intended construct
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thereby generating meaningful data for decision making" (Ketterlin-Geller, 2005, p. 13).

These considerations, in conjunction with the UDA principles, provide a process by

which appropriate and accessible tests can be developed.

Practical Implications of UDA for Classroom Assessment

Although UDA applications at the classroom level and its incorporation into

curricula is in its nascency, the potential, applicability, and feasibility of UDA at the

classroom level are illustrated in the following examples. Acrey et al. (2005) describe a

three-step process for implementing UDA at the classroom level. In their study, teachers

first became familiar with the philosophy of universal design through various readings,

support from an outside consultant, and presentations from colleagues. Next, teachers

developed study guides based on UDA elements, reviewed best practices in graphic

design, and created a graphic design guide. Finally, teacher-created study guides were

evaluated by colleagues and the research staff. Ultimately, this led to the formation of an

on-site universal design team. Teachers reported better on-task student behavior and

comprehension and increases in academic achievement as indicated by course grades.

Johnstone (2003) conducted a study to evaluate the differences in student

performance on a traditionally designed mathematics test and one that incorporated

elements of UDA. The traditional test was comprised of released state test items; for the

universally designed version, these items were re-designed to remove construct-irrelevant

information, bias, and time constraints, and improve clarity, accessibility, readability, and

legibility. Tests were administered to students in a counter-balanced manner so that each

student took both test types. The author also conducted interviews with 23 participants to

gain insight into any perceived differences in each student's own performance on the two
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tests. Results reveal significant positive differences (i.e., higher achievement), for all

students and subgroups included in the analysis, on the universally designed test, and an

overall effect size of .39. Emergent themes from the student interviews reveal

preferences for the UDA version of the test due to greater recognition of content, better

readability, reduced test anxiety, and preference for responding directly on the test form.

With the requisite use of large-scale assessments to measure student achievement, these

results point to important considerations for the development and implementation of such

tests, including the importance oftraining test designers to incorporate UDA principles

and the potential of universally designed tests to better indicate student ability and

knowledge.

The examples above illustrate the potential of UDA at the classroom level, an

application that warrants further exploration, including, for example, further validation of

the above findings and the effects of UDA in other content areas. Studies to date (e.g.,

Johnstone, 2003; Ketterlin-Geller, 2005; Dolan et aI., 2005) have relied primarily on

selected response items, thus research is also needed to evaluate other response formats.

Importantly, as UDA principles continue to trickle down to the classroom, teacher

training and professional development will need to address not only these changes in

assessment practices, but also the roles of teachers as critical consumers and architects of

tests and as instructional decision-makers.

Measuring Teacher Knowledge of UDA

As noted in the introduction, research that addresses teacher knowledge of

universal design for assessment is lacking. Also notably deficient is teacher preparation

for assessing student learning beyond traditional paper-and-pencil tests (e.g. multiple
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choice, short answer, or essay; Stiggins, 1999). Given the importance of the instructional

decision-making process, especially with respect to the role that assessment plays in

higher-stakes decisions such as program placement and graduation, it is imperative that

teachers have both knowledge of and the skills to implement quality assessment

practices, including the ability to recognize poorly-designed elements of published tests

in order to retrofit and/or assign accommodations to support student access and to design

classroom assessments from the outset that incorporate minimum requirements for

accessibility (such as the seven elements discussed above).

The measure of Teacher Knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment (TK

UDA; Appendices F & H) was developed to evaluate practicing teachers' knowledge of

test accessibility issues through application ofUDA principles. The measure consists of

four main sections: background, declarative, and applied knowledge, and demographic

information. Items related to background knowledge are intended to assess a teacher's

degree of familiarity with federal acts and regulations related to accessibility, experiences

working with students of various backgrounds and abilities, provisions for student

accommodations, and use of technology. Declarative knowledge ofUDA is assessed via

responses to a variety of true/false statements pertaining to the seven UDA principles

identified by Thompson et al (2002). Applied knowledge is measured through test setting

and example scenarios that present an assessment context and sample test question for

which teachers are asked to evaluate examples and non-examples of each of seven UDA

principles (discussed in the literature review above). Teachers are also asked to provide

suggestions for revising two scenarios to improve their accessibility. Items pertaining to

basic demographic information (e.g. grades, subjects, and years taught, educational
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background) are also included. The purpose of the current study is to establish the

validity of the use of this measure to describe teachers' knowledge of universally

designed assessments.

Validity Argument Framework for the TK-UDA Measure

In test development and evaluation, the process of validation involves the logical

explication of an interpretive argument that provides the rationale for the proposed uses

and interpretations of a given measure (Kane, 1992; AERA, APA, NCME, 1999).

Validity, then, "refers to the degree to which evidence and theory support the

interpretations of test scores entailed by the proposed uses of tests" (AERA, APA,

NCME, 1999, p. 9; Messick, 1988).

Kane (1992) presents a framework for organizing and evaluating the inferences,

assumptions, and evidences of the interpretive argument. Within this framework, the case

for validation is made via an explicit, logical, and coherent argument that includes

plausible assumptions (testable hypotheses), evidence that supports or disconfirms the

assumptions, and reasonable conclusions. In particular, Kane presents a sequence of

inferences, including observation, generalization, and extrapolation, that support the

proposed interpretations and uses of a test score. Observation, or the "score result[ing]

from an instance of the measurement procedure" (Kane, p. 529), is supported by

procedural evidence, including, for example, test administration and scoring procedures.

The score may be generalized to form inferences about performance on other, similar

measures. Generalizations are supported by assumptions of invariance, that is, the

conditions of measurement can vary without changes in outcomes. Evidence for

generalization (i.e. consistency of scores) can be garnered from reliability or
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generalizability studies. Within extrapolation, "conclusions are drawn about behavior that

is different in important ways from that observed in the testing procedure" (Kane, p.

529). Such conclusions may be supported by evidence from qualitative analyses or

criterion-related evidence. This validity argument framework is applied below to

structure an argument for the use and interpretations of the measure of teacher knowledge

ofUDA developed for this study.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed validity argument for the TK-UDA measure,

from the score to its uses and interpretations at each level of inference. The discussion

here is limited to the inferences and assumptions that pertain to the use of the measure for

descriptive purposes (observation), with initial evidences provided for the usefulness of

the measure to identify professional development needs. Additional propositions for

evaluating the need for and effectiveness of professional development are included to

illustrate potential additional uses of the measure and require additional validity evidences

(e.g. expert review of the professional development modules, and pre-/post-test

comparisons), but are beyond the scope of this study.

Three inferences are proposed to substantiate the use of the measure to describe

teachers' levels of knowledge ofUDA. The first and second inferences suggest,

respectively, that UDA exists and teacher knowledge ofUDA can be measured. The third

inference proposes that performance on items accurately reflects a continuum of teacher

knowledge of UDA. Each inference is supported by assumptions that form testable

hypotheses. The following sections are organized by these inferences and present

proposed evidences to substantiate their respective assumptions.
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Score

Observation

Score Use:
Describe
teachers' levels of
knowledge of
UDA

Generalization

Score Use:
Evaluate the need
for professional
development

Extrapolation

Score Use:
Evaluate the
effectiveness of
professional
development
program

Inferences

I. UDA Exists

2. Teacher
knowledge of UDA
can be measured

3. Perfonnance on
items accurately
reflects a continuum
of teacher
knowledge

Level of knowledge
ofUDA is
indicative of need
for professional
development in this
area

Level ofknowledge
ofUDA is
indicative of
effectiveness of
professional
development in this
area

AssumptionslHypotheses

L 7 Elements ofUDA are inclusive of all
UDA principles

2. Measure is representative of the 7 UDA
Elements

a. Background knowledge items are
appropriate/ relevant

b. Statements comprising 'declarative
knowledge' items reflect a range of
UDA principles

c. Scenarios reflect a range of UDA
principles and applications

d. Constructed Response items
appropriately extend application

3. Score is indicative of level of teacher
knowledge ofUDA

4.1 Score is a reliable estimate of levels of
teacher knowledge ofUDA

. 4.2 Scores for declarative and applied
knowledge items differentiate types of
knowledge

5. Measure is sufficiently broad/captures
low to high levels of knowledge

6. Domain scores (UDA Element sub
scores) are useful for identifying
professional development needs

EvidencelMethods

Literature review

Content-related evidence

Expert Review of:

• Measure blueprint &
overview

• Content and clarity of
measure

Evidence based on response
processes

• Process study/structured
online protocol

Evidence of discriminant
validity/Criterion-related
evidence

Statistical Analyses (IRT:
including reliability
estimates; model fit)

Test-retest

Statistical Analyses (IRT:
items differentiate
participants by overall
ability level/knowledge)

IRT Scaling (Correlation,
ranking)

MANOVA (discriminant
evidence)

Figure 1. Validity argument framework for measuring and interpreting teacher
knowledge ofUDA.
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UDA exists. This first inference is supported by the assumption that the seven

elements of UDA are inclusive of all UDA principles. This assumption is substantiated

by theoretical evidence presented in the review of literature in the preceding sections, as

well as the following summary. Together, these establish a basis for construct validation;

that is, the "interpretation of a test's properties or relations...decided by examining the

entire body of evidence offered, together with what is asserted about the test in the

context of this evidence" (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955, p. 284).

The seven elements of UDA identified by Thompson and colleagues (2002)

resulted from the authors' reviews of student assessment (including accommodations),

universal design, and instructional design literature, and have since been used and cited in

assessment and instruction research (e.g., Johnstone, 2003; Acrey, Johnstone, & Milligan,

2005) and guide large-scale assessment and curricula design. The authors argue that

universally designed assessments "may reduce the need for accommodations and various

alternative assessments by eliminating access barriers associated with the tests

themselves" (Thompson, Johnstone, Thurlow, p. 5). Given the potential of universal

design principles to address the limitations of traditional assessments within the test

development phase, the application of these seven elements may be considered minimum

requirements for the design of tests that are accessible to the widest range of students

possible. Designing tests in this way improves not only accessibility, but also increases

accuracy in measuring student knowledge and skills, and, in turn, improves decision

making practices.
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With this theoretical framework as a starting point, the assumptions and

inferences that follow become both grounded in and guided by research. The construct

representativeness of the measure can be supported by expert reviews of the measure

blueprint and content, described below.

Teacher knowledge of UDA can be measured. The second inference is at the

heart of this study, and is supported by an overarching assumption that the measure

presented herein accurately reflects teacher knowledge and application of the seven

elements ofUDA. To substantiate this assumption, expert reviews of the measure

blueprint and content (i.e., items and response formats) and a study of teachers' response

processes are essential.

Expert reviews provide evidence for the appropriateness and representativeness of

the test content, that is, of "the relationship between parts of the test and the construct"

(AERA, APA, NCME, 1999, p. 11), as well as the clarity ofthe measure. The expert

review is guided by four sub-propositions: (a) background knowledge items are relevant

and appropriate, (b) statements comprising' declarative knowledge' items reflect a range

ofUDA principles, (c) scenarios reflect a range ofUDA principles and applications, and

(d) constructed response items appropriately extend application ofUDA elements. To

verify each of these propositions, two groups of experts, internal and external, reviewed

the measure overview and blueprint, which provided a visual of the measure content and

representativeness of each of the seven elements ofUDA, and the measure itself to

evaluate content and clarity with regard to the sub-propositions noted above. This process

is especially important as "[t]he appropriateness of a given content domain is related to
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the specific inferences to be made from test scores" (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999, p. 12).

Each of the expert reviews contribute to measure revisions, ideally yielding a measure

that more accurately represents the construct.

To further substantiate the ultimate use of the measure to describe teachers'

knowledge of universally-designed assessments, evidence can be garnered from the

response processes engaged in by teachers as they complete the measure. Using a

structured online protocol (similar to a verbal protocol), teachers were asked to describe

their approaches to and processes for responding to items, including, for example, what

misinterpretations might arise from the wording of each item. Questioning teachers as

they complete items provides insight into their interpretations of the measure's content.

This information, aggregated with the external expert reviews, was used to improve the

clarity of the items, and contributed to a more accurate measure of teacher knowledge.

Performance on items accurately reflects a continuum of teacher knowledge.

In order to describe teachers' levels of knowledge (the proposed score use for this study),

performance on the measure should reflect a range of teacher knowledge. The major

sections of the measure are intended to reflect a continuum of teacher knowledge from

background (or emerging) to declarative to applied. This inference is supported by three

main assumptions that can be evaluated using statistical analyses.

After the review procedures outlined above were completed, the measure was

implemented. The process of implementing the measure (described in detail in the

Methods section) involved a purposive sample of experts, teachers, and non-experts (pre

service teachers) completing an online version of the measure that captured responses

electronically. Results were analyzed to evaluate the assumptions that (a) a score on the
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measure is a reliable estimate oflevels of teacher knowledge ofUDA, (b) scores

differentiate types of knowledge, and (c) the measure captures low to high levels of

knowledge. Using a bi-factor model (Gibbons and Hedeker, 1992) to evaluate item-level

information dependent on a common stimulus (particularly relevant to the test setting and

item scenarios included in this measure) is most appropriate for representing factorial

structures for measures that have a general factor (teacher knowledge ofUDA), and

specific factors (evaluating accessibilitylUDA within a given scenario). In addition, items

from the declarative knowledge section was scaled and evaluated for differential

difficulty.

To substantiate the assumption that a score resulting from the measure is

indicative of level of teacher knowledge of UDA, it is necessary to first establish

criterion-related evidence. Since measures of similar constructs against which relevant

criterion might be evaluated do not yet exist, differences in group performance on the

measure, or discriminant validity, can be used to test the hypothesis that scores are

indicative of different levels of proficiency. According to the Standards, "[c]ategorical

variables including group membership variables, become relevant when the theory

underlying a proposed test use suggests that group differences should be present or absent

if a proposed test interpretation is to be supported" (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999, p. 13).

The sample of participants who took the measure included UDA experts and non-experts.

To evaluate the significance of group differences, a t-test was conducted. It was

anticipated that differences in levels of proficiency (high versus low) would exist

between the expert and non-expert groups. In addition, a multivariate analysis of variance

(MANOVA) was used to further evaluate group differences for the declarative and
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applied knowledge types. If this assumption is not supported, measure revisions and

subsequent evaluation of group differences are necessary.

Reliability estimates and model fit statistics indicate the degree to which (a) the

measure can effectively discriminate levels of ability and (b) the fit of the data to the

proposed model. In addition, test-retest reliability can be estimated by administering the

measure to a subgroup of the original sample of participants at a later time. Correlation

between these sets of responses is indicative of the reliability of the measure.

Reliability data ultimately bear on the repeatability of the behavior elicited by the

test and the consistency of the resultant scores ... [and] the consistency of

classifications of individuals derived from the scores. To the extent that scores

reflect random errors of measurement, their potential for accurate prediction of

criteria, for beneficial examinee diagnosis, and for wise decision-making is

limited (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999, p. 31).

Together, these analyses provided evidence for the use of the score for describing teacher

knowledge ofUDA.

Additionally, element domain scores provided initial evidence for the usefulness

of the measure for targeting professional development at the level of UDA element.

Scores were sampled from the applied knowledge section by element, then ranked and

evaluated to determine the differential difficulty of the UDA elements. In addition,

participant scores for each element were compared by group (experts, inservice, and

preservice teachers). These results provide information for the potential utility of

developing professional development modules targeted at the domain (UDA element)

level.
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Consequences of score use. The proposed use of the measure for this study was

to describe teachers' knowledge of universal design for assessment and provide initial

evidence for its usefulness in identifying professional development needs at the UDA

element level. The validity argument outlined above describes a chain of inferences,

assumptions, and evidences intended to support the use of the measure for descriptive

purposes. However, the reliability of this framework relies heavily upon the information

garnered at each stage of the evidentiary process; that is, inferences and assumptions may

be upheld or refuted based on the results of the methods noted above. As such, the

validity argument is dynamic and subject to change (Kane, 1992). Any additional uses or

interpretations ofthe test score in decision-making, including those noted in the

generalization and extrapolation stages (Figure 1), require further validity evidences. The

methods section that follows outlines the processes and procedures for gathering and

analyzing evidences in relation to specific research questions that align with the

assumptions presented in this framework.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS

The purpose of this study was to validate the use of the measure of teacher

knowledge of universal design for assessment (TK-UDA), by providing evidence for the

inferences and assumptions described previously, to describe what teachers know about

assessment accessibility issues through their application of seven UDA principles. The

methods combine descriptive, scaling, and statistical procedures to address the following

research questions.

1. Is the content of the measure representative of the seven UDA principles?

2. Does the measure yield scores that reflect a continuum of teacher knowledge?

a. Is performance on background knowledge items correlated with

performance on declarative and applied knowledge items?

b. Are declarative and applied knowledge scores correlated, forming a

single UDA knowledge measurement dimension?

c. Are teachers' declarative and applied knowledge ofUDA scores

structured from high (declarative) to low (applied)?

3. Does the measure effectively differentiate levels of expertise, in relation to:

a. Teacher knowledge ofUDA (overall)?
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b. Types of knowledge (background, declarative, applied)?

4. Are UDA element domain scores (sub-scores) from applied knowledge

(scenario) items useful for identifying professional development needs?

a. Are domain scores correlated, forming a single UDA skill measurement

dimension?

b. Are domain scores differentially difficult?

c. Do domain scores differentiate experts from non-experts?

The investigation used research designs and sampling procedures specific to each

research question. The measure specifications that follow detail the content, response

formats, and scoring procedures of the TK-UDA measure. Then, through a series of

expert and teacher reviews and analyses of participants' scores, evidence was garnered

for content- and criterion-related validities, the measure's usefulness for differentiating

levels of teacher knowledge along a continuum and for identifying professional

development needs.

Measure Specifications

The purpose of the measure of Teacher Knowledge of Universal Design for

Assessment (TK-UDA) is to evaluate teachers' knowledge of test accessibility issues

through application of the seven elements of UDA described in the previous chapter. In

general, the measure's content was based upon and derived, in part, from federal acts and

regulations (e.g., USDE: NCLB, 200 I; IDEA, 2004), technical reports (e.g., Thompson,

Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002) and standards for fair, accurate and accessible tests (AERA,

APA, NCME, 1999) to reflect a continuum of knowledge from background to applied.

The overall structure ofthe measure is illustrated in Figure 2 (see also Appendix B). The



measure, TK-UDA, is comprised of four main sections, each of which is described in

detail below.
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Figure 2. TK-UDA measure specification overview.

The first section, background knowledge, was comprised of 36 items intended to

measure each participant's familiarity with federal acts and regulations related to

accessibility, his/her experiences working with students of various abilities and

backgrounds, provisions for allowing student accommodations, and uses oftechnology.

Participants rated each item on a 4-point scale (e.g., 'not at all', 'somewhat', 'mostly',

'very'). Items were scored from 1 to 4 (low to high). Two items had follow-up questions

for which teachers were asked to 'check all that apply' and/or fill in a blank to describe

'other'. For each of these, items were tallied if checked.
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In the next section, declarative knowledge, participants were presented with 20

statements that reflect declarative (or factual) knowledge of the elements of UDA. The

content for these statements was based upon descriptions of each of the seven UDA

elements found in current research. For each ofthese statements, participants responded

on a 4-point true-false scale (i.e., 'very true', 'somewhat true', 'somewhat false', 'very

false'). The scale was created in this manner in an attempt to prevent participants from

skipping items they may have been uncomfortable stating as absolutely true or false.

Items were scored correct (1) or incorrect (0).

Applied knowledge was conceptualized here as two skill areas: (a) evaluation of

existing assessments and (b) design and development of new assessments. Teachers'

roles in this context were defined as user, retrofitter, and decision-maker. However, the

design and development of accessible classroom assessments and the role of teacher as

decision-maker were beyond the scope of this study, and therefore, were not addressed in

the measure. To measure applied knowledge (i.e., teachers' skill in evaluating

assessments as users and retrofitters), participants were first presented with six scenarios

that provided a description of a test setting and a sample student test item. Such context

dependent items are often considered "more realistic and perhaps even better for

measuring higher-level skills" than single, independent items (DeMars, 2006, p. 145). For

each of the given scenarios, participants evaluated the context (test setting and sample

item) for accessibility using as their criteria the seven UDA elements. All student test

items included in the scenarios were actual test items obtained from tests or student study

materials available online. Participants responded 'yes' if a positive example of the

element was presented in the scenario (it is accessible), 'no' if a negative example was
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presented (it is not accessible), or 'N/A' if the element was not described in the scenario

(it is not applicable). For each element within a scenario, responses were scored correct

(1) or incorrect (0). Next, participants were presented with two additional scenarios for

which they were asked to describe how they would revise the scenario to improve its

accessibility with regard to the test setting, directions, and sample item. The two

constructed response items represented a range of UDA elements and extended the

application of UDA to address the role of the teacher as 'retrofitter'. Given the number of

selected response items, the projected amount of time participants need to complete the

measure (approximately 40 minutes), and time required for scoring these items, two

constructed response items were deemed sufficient to extend teacher application.

Responses to these items were tallied by UDA element (i.e., participant comments that

identified or alluded to an element that needed improvement were counted; one tally for

each element identified per scenario). These items were also evaluated qualitatively to

illustrate common themes.

Lastly, items pertaining to basic demographic information (e.g. grades, subjects,

and years taught, educational background) were analyzed descriptively.

The measure was created and delivered via a web-based interface

(www.questionpro.com).This supported timely dissemination of the measure and data

collection that was less cumbersome and more efficient than with a paper-and-pencil

version of the measure. Studies comparing paper-and-pencil to computer progressive

tests generally yield comparable scores (e.g., ODE, 2007). In addition, administration of

the measure was standard across browsers. Data from full completion, partial, and

multiple attempts were captured, as well as information regarding date, time, and
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duration, and were downloaded as Excel files. The most complete data file for each

participant was included in the analyses. Although the measure was untimed, participants

were unable to save and return to their attempt, as the interface did not support this

option. It was expected that participants would need approximately 40 minutes to

complete the measure. Because of the limitations of the survey system and the anticipated

time required for participants to complete the measure, the TK-UDA was delivered in

two parts. Part I included sections for background and declarative knowledge, and

demographics; part II included the applied knowledge test scenarios.

Is the Content of the Measure Representative of the Seven UDA Principles?

Establishing Evidence of Content Validity

To establish evidence of content validity, reviews of the measure blueprint (i.e.,

representation of the seven UDA elements across the espoused and enacted knowledge

sections; Appendix A), measure specification overview (Figure 2; Appendix B), and the

measure itself, provided evidence based on test content, as well as contributed to

improved clarity of the measure (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2009). Four sub-propositions

of the validity argument framework (Figure 1) guided this review: (a) background

knowledge items are relevant and appropriate, (b) statements comprising 'declarative

knowledge' items reflect a range of UDA principles, and (c) scenarios reflect a range of

UDA principles and applications, and (d) constructed response items appropriately

extend application of UDA elements.

Design and analysis. A series of internal, external, and teacher reviews provided

evidence for content validation. At each phase, participant comments were summarized
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and qualitatively evaluated for emerging and converging themes. Following each review,

the measure was revised to improve content and clarity.

Participants. Three groups of purposefully selected participants reviewed the

measure. First, an internal review was completed by three researchers at the University of

Oregon with an interest in educational assessment and/or UDA. Next, three experts,

namely, researchers with interests and research experiences in assessment and/or

Universal Design in education, provided an external review. Last, a group of three

teachers were asked to review the measure to further ensure clarity and consistent

interpretation of items.

Measures. All participants completed an online review that included the measure

(described above), as well as additional fields for reviewer comments. Following the

internal review, additional items were included to obtain more specific feedback about

each item on the TK-UDA from the external and teacher reviewers. (See Appendices J,

L, N, and 0 for copies of review forms). Specifically, external and teacher reviewers

were asked to rate and comment on the clarity ofdirections and items, as well as the

appropriateness of the response scales used. This provided additional evidence for the

appropriateness and clarity of the items, as well as evidence for response processes by

highlighting potential misinterpretations. Internal and external reviewers were also

provided with an electronic copy of the measure specification overview and blueprint

(Appendices A and B).

Procedures. Participants were emailed a request to take part in the review, which

included a brief description ofthe project, measure, and purpose of the review. Those

interested were emailed a link to the online measure. Internal and external reviewers also
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received the measure specification overview and blueprint for their review. Reviewers

could elect to provide comments for the measure specification overview and measure

blueprint either by 'tracking changes' electronically in the Word document, or by

commenting directly on the paper copy. Reviews could be returned via email.mail. or in

person. The measure, measure specification overview, and blueprint were first reviewed

internally; suggested revisions pertaining to improving the content and clarity of the

measure were made. The same process was used for the external/expert review. For the

teacher review, participants completed only the online measure review. Participants were

asked to complete their reviews within a two-week period; reminder emails were sent at

the end of the first week to encourage those who had not already completed their review

to do so. Each of the reviews contributed to measure revisions, ideally yielding a measure

with improved clarity (in terms of item wording and format) that better represented the

construct.

Implementation of the TK-UDA Measure

After the completion of the content validation procedures outlined, the measure

was implemented. Results from the measure implementation provided evidence for the

inference that performance on items accurately reflects a continuum of teacher

knowledge. Specifically, evidence was garnered for the assumptions that (a) a score is a

reliable estimate of levels of teacher knowledge of UDA, (b) scores for declarative and

applied knowledge items differentiate types ofknowledge, and (c) the measure is·

sufficiently broad/captures low to high levels ofknowledge. The procedures, participants,

and measure were the same for each of the following inquiries and are described below,
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followed by the specific analytic procedures used to answer the remaining research

questions.

Procedures. Participants were recruited through various personal and

professional networks (emailed directly, contacted through listservs, contacted via school

and district leadership). Pre- and inservice teachers were from varying geographical

regions in California and Oregon. Experts from a number of states were contacted

directly. Potential participants were emailed a request to participate, which included a

brief description of the project and participation expectations (Appendix C). Interested

participants (i.e., those who responded to the request) were sent a follow-up email that

included links to the online measure (Parts 1 and 2), as well as a unique participant

identification number (Appendix D). Initially, participants were asked to complete the

measure within a two-week period, and reminder emails were sent at the end of the first

week to encourage completion of the measure by those who had not already done so

(Appendix E). From the first set of emails sent (approximately 600), 105 people indicated

interest in participating. The desired number of participants was 200, so more teachers

and principals were contacted and the data collection period was extended (from two

weeks to eight weeks) in an effort to increase the response rate and obtain additional data.

From the additional recruitment, 24 more people agreed to participate. Ultimately, 105

participants completed part 1 of the measure and 88 completed part 2. Only participants

with complete data sets (i.e., parts 1 and 2) were included in the analyses (N = 86).

In addition, to evaluate test-retest reliability, twenty-five percent of the original

sample was randomly selected and asked to complete the measure again two weeks after

the conclusion of the initial implementation. Fifteen of these participants completed the



retest. Items were randomized within each of the main sections of the measure

(background, declarative, and applied) to help control for threats to internal validity.

Some background and demographic items were removed from the retest version, as

responses were not expected to vary from the initial measure completion.

Participants. A purposive sample of experts, pre- and inservice teachers were

invited to participate in the study. It was anticipated that scores from this range of

participants, who differed in educational experience, would provide evidence for the

measure to capture a breadth of teacher knowledge. Table 3 shows the number of

participants in each subgroup and the corresponding percent of the sample.

Table 3

Participant Groups (N = 86)

Group n % of sample

Expert 4 4.7

Inservice teacher 66 76.7

Preservice teacher 16 18.6

In addition to expertise, participants were expected to range in highest degree earned,

whether or not English was their primary/first language, ethnicity, and gender. This

information is summarized in Table 4.

43
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Table 4

Participant Demographics (N = 86)

Percent by group

Expert Inservice Preservice %
(n = 4) (n = 66) (n = 16) Total

Highest degree earned

PhD 100.0 1.5 5.8

Masters 18.2 75.0 27.9

Bachelors 80.3 25.0 66.3

Race/Ethnicity

Hispanic 4.5 3.5

White 75.0 88.0 62.4 82.6

AsianlPacific Islander 1.5 18.8 4.7

B i-/Multi-Racial 1.5 18.8 4.7

Decline to state 25.0 1.5 4.7

English is primary language

Yes 100.0 95.5 87.5 94.2

No 3.0 12.5 4.7

Decline to state 1.5 1.1

Gender

Female 100.0 84.9 81.3 84.9

Male 12.1 18.7 12.8

Decline to state 3.0 2.3

In addition to the above demographic information, the subgroup of inservice

teachers was asked questions regarding their teaching experiences. Inservice teachers

varied in the number of years they had been teaching (including this year), ranging from
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3 to 34 years. The average number of years taught was 14 (SD = 8). They also varied in

grades taught (K-8), and were relatively evenly distributed across grade levels. An overall

description of this participant subgroup is presented in Table 5.

Table 5

Inservice Teacher Descriptives (n = 66)

Grades taught (K - 8)

One grade only

Two grades

Three or more grades

Subjects taught

Elementary or single

Two or more

Subjects taught (by area)

Elementary (All/Multiple)

Special Education

Language Arts

Mathematics

History/Social Sciences

Science/Health/Physical Education

Arts (Visual/Performing)/Foreign Language

Other (e.g., ELL/ELD, intervention)

No. of participants

41

14

11

No. of participants

51

15

No. of participants*

39

11

7

11

1

12

9

32

Note. *Participants were asked to 'select all that apply'; therefore, the sum of these tallies
is greater than the number of participants.
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Table 5 (continued)

Inservice Teacher Descriptives (n = 66)

Credentials held

General education

Elementary/Multiple subjects

Secondary/Single subject(s)

Special education

Mild/Moderate disabilities

Moderate/Severe disabilities

Early childhood

ELL endorsement (CLAD, BCLAD, etc.)

No. of participants*

32

48

17

13

7

3

6

15

Note. *Participants were asked to 'select all that apply'; therefore, the sum of these tallies
is greater than the number of participants.

The participants who completed the retest round were approximately

representative of the original sample. Table 6 shows the number of participants in each of

the subgroups who completed the retest round.

Table 6

Retest Participant Groups (N = 15)

Group

Expert

Inservice teacher

Preservice teacher

n

1

11

3

% retest sample

6.7

73.3

20.0
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Measure. All participants completed the TK-UDA measure online. Data garnered

from the measure implementation were analyzed using scaling, statistical, and descriptive

procedures as they pertained to investigating the research questions.

Does the Measure Yield Scores That Reflect a Continuum of Teacher Knowledge?

First, correlations between scores on the background knowledge section and

declarative and applied knowledge sections were calculated using PASW Statistics Grad

Pack software (version 18.0; SPSS, 2010). This provided evidence for the fIrst sub

question: Is performance on background knowledge items correlated with performance

on declarative and applied knowledge items?

Next, an IRT scaling design was used to investigate whether or not scores

reflected a continuum ofteacher knowledge. Two additional underlying questions were

necessary to support this investigation, and were addressed using a bi-factor model and

IRT scaling, respectively: Are declarative and applied knowledge scores correlated,

forming a single UDA knowledge measurement dimension? And, are teachers'

declarative and applied knowledge ofUDA scores structured from high (declarative) to

low (applied)?

Analytic procedures. The research question focuses specifIcally on the relative

difficulty of items and types of knowledge. It was hypothesized that the items and

knowledge types would fall along a continuum from less (declarative knowledge) to more

(applied knowledge) diffIcult.

Item response theory (lRT) is uniquely suited to the problem of estimating item

and measurement characteristics. Whereas classical test theory conventionally

characterizes item diffIculty in terms of the proportion of respondents in the population
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who obtain item scores with higher values (e.g., incorrect=O, correct=l), IRT

conceptualizes item difficulty in terms of the amount of a trait (e.g., ability, knowledge,

skill) necessary to obtain a correct response. The IRT models place item difficulty

estimates on a common linear scale. For instance, equation 1 is one-parameter logistic

(lPL) model, representing the most constrained of the IRT models (Embretson & Reise,

2002).

i = 1,2, ... , n (1)

According to the 1PL model (equation 1), the probability of a correct response to a given

item (Pi) is governed by the person ability parameter (0) and the item difficulty parameter

(b i). Given the person's ability, as an item becomes more difficult, the probability of a

correct response diminishes. From another perspective, given an item's difficulty, as the

person's ability increases the probability of a correct response increases. Once items are

estimated with the IRT model, and assuming model fit, then the relative difficulties of

items and corresponding domains are available. These estimates make it possible to

answer questions about relative difficulty. The IRT procedure requires estimating all

items concurrently. This is possible because all respondents provided responses to all

items. Using concurrent estimating, the item difficulties are properly calibrated to a

common metric, and therefore comparable.

A unique feature of the current measurement system pertains to the use of

scenarios for estimation of the seven UDA-specific skills. This situation creates a

violation of the IRT 'local-independence' assumption. To accommodate this, the software

TestFact (Wilson, Wood, and Gibbons, 2003) was used to estimate item difficulties while
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taking into account the response dependencies among responses associated with anyone

scenano.

Using TestFact, the confirmatory bi-factor model (Gibbons and Redeker, 1992)

was estimated to test specific hypotheses that each item loads on two factors, (1) a

general UDA factor, and (2) a specific factor associated with the scenario. The result of

using this model is the estimation of comparable item difficulties. Furthermore, items

were associated with specific trait domains (types of knowledge). The research question

was whether or not these domains are differentially difficult. Once the item difficulties

were estimated it became possible to test the hypotheses about the relative difficulty of

the trait domains (UDA elements). A nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to test

the ordering of domains (Kruskal & Wallis, 1952).

To scale all items from both the declarative and applied knowledge sections, the

software Winsteps (Linacre, 2009) was used. Item difficulties for the scenario items were

constrained using the parameters obtained through TestFact. This procedure provided

item difficulties for the declarative (true-false) items, while anchoring the item

difficulties from the scenarios (to account for the context dependency inherent in the

scenario items), scaling all items along the same continuum of difficulty.

It was anticipated that the results of the IRT scaling would support the assumption

that the measure captures low to high levels of knowledge and provide information

regarding the structure of the measure in terms of where items and types of knowledge

fell along a continuum of difficulty.

To provide evidence for test-retest reliability, correlation coefficients were

calculated (using PASW Statistics Grad Pack software [version 18.0; SPSS, 2010]) for



the 15 participants for whom two sets of responses were obtained. Values greater than .6

generally indicate satisfactory to good reliability.

Does the Measure Effectively Differentiate Levels of Expertise, in Relation to (a)

Teacher Knowledge of UDA (Overall) and (b) Types of Knowledge (Background,

Declarative, Applied)? - Establishing Criterion-Related Evidence

Since no current measures exist against which to compare scores, observed

differences in the performance of expert and non-expert groups provided evidence for

evaluating discriminant validity and the assumption that the overall score was indicative

of level of teacher knowledge of UDA (high vs. low), as well as differences that may be
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present within types of knowledge. A single-factor, non-experimental design was used to

investigate this question. For each of the following analyses, PASW Statistics Grad Pack

software (version 18.0; SPSS, 2010) was used.

Analytic procedures. To evaluate the significance of overall group differences,

the means from the subsets of scores obtained from experts and pre-service teachers

(non-experts) were compared using a Welch t-test (equation 2). Although attempts were

made to obtain equal sample sizes for the expert and non-expert groups, these groups

varied in number. The assumption of homogeneity of variance was not supported. As

such, a Welch t-test is most appropriate.

(2)

Additionally, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed to

test the significance of observed differences between expert and non-expert groups using
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the scores from each of the three main sections of the measure (i.e., background,

declarative, applied) as outcome variables. This extension of the ANOVA method is

appropriate for situations involving more than one dependent variable. ConfIrmation of

the following assumptions supported the use of this analysis: (a) independence of

observations, (b) multivariate normality, and (c) covariance among variables (Stevens,

2002). Independence of observations was assumed for the data. Although multivariate

normality is diffIcult to characterize, "normality on each of the variables separately is a

necessary, but not suffIcient, condition for multivariate normality to hold" (Stevens,

2002, p. 262). In addition, this assumption can be checked, in part, by a visual analysis of

scatterplots of pairs of variables, which should be, and were, approximately elliptical.

Box's test can be used to test the third assumption, homogeneity of covariance; an

insignifIcant result indicates homogeneity (Stevens, 2002). For the MANOVA, Wilks' A

was calculated to test group differences, overall, on the three main sections of the

measure. Posthoc pairwise multivariate tests were used to determine which groups varied

signifIcantly, and were then followed with univariate t-tests to further determine which

variables contributed to multivariate pairwise differences.

It was anticipated that differences in levels of profIciency (high versus low) would

exist between the expert and non-expert groups both overall and within each section of

the measure providing evidence to support discriminant validity (i.e., the assumption that

scores on the measure are indicative of level of knowledge).
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Are UDA Element Domain Scores (Sub-Scores) from Applied Knowledge (Scenario)

Items Useful for Identifying Professional Development Needs?

To support a more generalized use of the measure, beyond describing teachers'

knowledge of UDA, element domain scores may provide evidence for targeting

professional development to each of the seven UDA principles. For example, ifupheld,

professional development modules can be developed and implemented to address specific

needs in terms of evaluating assessments for accessibility using the seven UDA principles

as criteria. Multiple methods were employed to evaluate this research question by

addressing the following underlying questions: (a) Are domain scores correlated, forming

a single UDA skill measurement dimension? (b) Are domains differentially difficult?

And, (c) do domain scores differentiate experts from non-experts?

Analytic procedures. From the IRT scaling analysis described previously, data

were sampled from the scenarios to obtain domain scores for each of the seven UDA

elements. Using these domain scores, correlation coefficients were calculated to evaluate

the extent to which the domain scores were correlated, forming a single UDA skill

measurement dimension. In addition, once the domain scores were estimated it was

possible to test the hypotheses about the relative difficulty of the UDA elements. A

nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was used to test the ordering of domains (Kruskal &

Wallis, 1952).

Next, a single-factor non-experimental multivariate design (as described

previously) was employed to evaluate whether or not domain scores could differentiate

experts from non-experts across multiple, related dependent variables (7 UDA elements)

using the data from the scenario items. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANGVA)
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was performed to test the significance of observed differences between expert and non

expert groups on each of the seven UDA elements. Independence of observations was

assumed for the data. The assumption of multivariate normality was evaluated, as

described previously, by observing the normality of each variable and visually analyzing

scatterplots of pairs of variables, which should be, and were, approximately elliptical.

Box's test was used to test the assumption of homogeneity of covariance; an insignificant

result indicates homogeneity (Stevens, 2002). For the MANOVA, Wilks' A was

calculated to test group differences, overall, on the seven UDA elements. Posthoc

pairwise multivariate tests were used to determine which groups vary significantly, and

were then followed with univariate {-tests to further determine which variables

contributed to multivariate pairwise differences.

The results section that follows describes the outcomes of each of the procedures

for analyzing evidences in relation to specific research questions that align with the

assumptions presented in the validity framework (described in detail in Chapter 2).
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Guided by the assumptions and hypotheses of the validity framework presented in

Chapter II, this study sought to garner evidence to support the use of the TK-UDA

measure to describe teacher knowledge of assessment accessibility issues using the

principles ofUDA as criteria. The following results are presented according to the

evidence needed to support each research question.

Evidence of Content Validity

To garner evidence of content validity, a series of reviews were conducted. First,

researchers at the University of Oregon provided an internal review. No changes were

suggested for the measure blueprint or measure specifications. Clarifications were

suggested for some of the items. In general, these included quantifying or providing time

delimited response categories for items regarding experience (e.g., "In the past 5 years, I

have participated in training related to ... "), providing descriptions for response categories

that were more clear and discrete (e.g., "mostly" instead of "fairly"), and suggesting

revisions to clarify directions and items. (Reviewer comments are presented in

Appendices K and M). Results from this review yielded changes to the TK-UDA measure

as well as subsequent review forms (i.e., the addition of more explicit review questions,

as well as the existing fields for reviewer comments).
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For the external and teacher reviews, three researchers with interests and research

experiences in assessment and/or Universal Design in education and three teachers were

asked to review the measure to further ensure clarity and consistent interpretation of

items. The external/expert reviewers suggested no changes for the measure blueprint and

measure specifications. Data from these reviews of the measure were aggregated. Table 7

includes tallies ofresponses for each of the review questions (by section).

Table 7

External and Teacher Review: Aggregated Tallies (n = 6)

Are the directions clear
and understandable?

Are the items clear and
understandable?

Does the scale/list
represent an appropriate

range of responses?

Section Yes

1 4

2 6

3 5

4 5

5 6

6 5

7 6

8 5

9 5

10 5

11 6

No

o

o

1

o

o

1

o

o

o

o

Yes No Yes No

4 1 2 2

4 2 6 0

5 1 6 0

5 1 6 0

5 1 5 1

4 2 6 0

4 2 6 0

3 2 4 1

3 2 4 1

1 4 5 1

5 1 5 1
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For each 'No' tallied above, reviewers provided comments and/or suggestions to

improve the directions, items, or response scale, and noted potential misinterpretations.

Each of these suggestions was incorporated into measure improvements. For example, in

one section, a reviewer noted, "This was a really abrupt shift from the previous items--I

know that you don't want to impact your responses by too much additional information,

but a brief intro like 'The following items will ask you to respond to information about

testing', or something like that to help the shift." This comment led to the addition of

more explicit introductions and directions for each of the major sections of the measure.

Comments such as, "it may be useful on the English Language Learners question to

parenthetically write English is not native or primary language" and "I have trouble with

'clearly defined constructs.. .' not sure what you're asking" led to revisions to improve the

clarity of items. Suggestions to improve the language of the response scales included

comments such as, "Could you change 'a little' to 'very little' - that might eliminate some

of the potential overlap between 'a little' and 'some'?" and "Could you say 'Not at all

accessible', etc. instead ofjust 'Not at all'?" Reviewers also provided comments (but not

ratings) for the demographic items. These comments and suggestions led to revisions to

response choices and language of some of the demographic items. Appendix P includes a

table of all reviewer comments.

Evidence that the Measure Yields Scores that Reflect a Continuum of Teacher

Knowledge

The first section of the measure, background knowledge, was comprised of items

intended to measure the participants' familiarity with federal acts and regulations related

to accessibility and concepts of Universal Design, their experiences working with



students of various abilities and backgrounds, and uses of technology. Inservice teachers

were also asked about their experiences providing accommodations to students. Mean

scores and standard deviations for each set of background knowledge items by group are

presented in Table 8.

Table 8

Descriptive Statistics for Background Knowledge Items

57

Group

Inservice Preservice
Experts teacher teacher
(n = 4) (n = 66) (n = 16)

X SD X SD X SD

Familiarity wi accessibility-related 3.00 1.00 2.54 1.02 2.82 0.91
regulations and Universal Design (n = 6)

Experiences teaching and participation in 2.00 1.00 1.71 0.78 2.75 1.14
training related to teaching students of
various abilities and backgrounds (n = 10)

Use of technology in instructiona (n = 1) 3.00 2.00 3.61 0.76 3.27 1.02

Provisions for accommodationsb (n = 10) 3.18 0.90

Total Backgroundc (n = 27) 2.81 .90 2.66 1.08 2.84 0.99

Range (Overall mean scores) 2.18-3.44 1.96 - 3.56 2.13 -4.00
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Note. aFollow-up items probed for personal and student uses of technology. bItems
specific to inservice teachers. CTotal background does not include follow-up questions
(i.e., types of training and specific uses of technology).

The first sub-question posed for this investigation regarded the correlation

between performance on background knowledge items and declarative and applied

knowledge items. To investigate this, PASW Statistics Grad Pack software (version 18.0;

SPSS, 2010) was used to calculate correlation coefficients for the following: background

and declarative, background and applied, and background and declarative + applied.

Because the number of background items varied per group (preservice teachers and

experts, n = 17; inservice teachers, n = 27) correlations were calculated using percent

correct (percent of total possible) for each section. Table 9 shows descriptive statistics for

each section, based on percent correct scoring.

Table 9

Descriptive Statistics for Each Section, Based on Percent Correct (N = 86)

Section

Background

Declarative

Applied

Total

x

67.36

76.28

54.46

61.50

SD

.10

.09

.09

.07

Range (%)

49 - 93

45 - 95

33 - 74

44 - 74

Presented in Table 10 are the correlation coefficients. All correlations were negative,

indicating inverse relationships between background knowledge and each section of the



measure, and no significant correlations were found. In addition, the correlation between

the IRT scale score and performance on background items was calculated. This

correlation was also negative and significant at p < .10.

Table 10

Correlations between Performance on Background Knowledge Items and Declarative

and Applied Knowledge Items (N = 86)

IRT scale
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Background Pearson
correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

Declarative

-.067

.543

Applied

-.138

.205

Declarative

+ Applied

-.158

.146

score
(Declarative
+ Applied)

-.185

.091

The next sub-question for this investigation was whether or not declarative and

applied knowledge scores were correlated, forming a single UDA dimension. Correlation

coefficients were calculated using raw scores for each section. For the declarative

knowledge items, the mean raw score was 15.26 (20 points possible; SD = 1.80); for the

applied knowledge items, the mean raw score was 22.87 (42 points possible; SD = 3.92).

The resulting Pearson Correlation Coefficient was -.082,p = .452. Correlation

coefficients were also calculated using IRT scale scores, resulting in a correlation

coefficient of -.095, p = .690. (See Table 11 for descriptive statistics for IRT scale

scores). Thus, scores from these two parts of the measure were not significantly



correlated, indicating that perhaps the background knowledge section is assessing a

different underlying construct than the other sections of the measure.

The last sub-question pertained to the structuring of participants' declarative and

applied knowledge ofUDA scores from high (declarative) to low (applied). As noted in

the previous section, IRT scale scores for the scenario (applied knowledge) items were

obtained first, then constrained and scaled with the true-false (declarative) items.

Descriptive statistics from the IRT analysis are presented in Table 11.

Table 11

Descriptive Statistics from IRT Analyses (Based on Scale Scores)
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Item

Declarative
(n = 20)

Applied
(n =42)

Total
(n =62)

Person

Total
(n = 86)

x

-1.956

-0.084

-0.688

x

0.112

SD

2.09

.818

1.61

SD

.362

Range

-5.61 - 1.39

-1.27 - 1.82

-5.61 - 1.82

Range

-0.68 - 0.94

Most of the 62 items used for the IRT analysis appear to fit the model well based

on mean-square residual fit statistics. Average item fit was .87 (SD = .17; range .40 -
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1.11). Fit for two of the declarative items could not be calculated because 100% of the

participants responded correctly; otherwise, items generally appear to fit the measure

adequately. Four of the five items with the lowest fit (AO - A8) were scenario items for

which 'not applicable' was the correct response, suggesting that perhaps this response

option was not useful. In terms of person fit, the average was .87 (SD = .32; range .52

2.51). In general, most of the participants' abilities appear to be estimated adequately.

However, in particular, three participants' skill levels are over-estimated indicating a

misfit between their estimated ability level and the overall pattern of person ability

estimates.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of participant scale scores on the left of the

midline, from more'ability' (i.e., knowledge of UDA; top) to less (bottom). Person

scores ranged from -.68 to .94 (X = .112, SD = .362). On the right of the midline, the

distribution of items is presented from most difficult (top) to least difficult (bottom). Item

difficulties ranged from -5.61 - 1.82 (X = -.68, SD = 1.61). Items in bold are true-false

(declarative), labeled 'tf with an item number (e.g., tfl- tfl20); items in italics are

scenario (applied), labeled with the scenario and itemlUDA element number (e.g., slil 

s6i7). As shown in the item distribution presented in Figure 3, items in the applied

knowledge section were generally more difficult than items in the declarative knowledge

section, with the exception of a few true-false items that fell toward the more difficult end

of the scale.
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2 Person Items
s4i5
s4il
s2i7

tf9
s5i7 sli7

#
# tfS
# tn5 s2i5 s4i4 s6i5
# tn6

#### tf2 s5i6
### s3i2 s5i4

###### s6i2
######## s4i7 s5i5

0 ### sli4 s6i7 s2il
#### s3i4 s6il
#### s3il s3i5 s4i3 s5i2 sli5 sli6

## s3i6 sli3 s5i3
# sli2 s6i3
# tn s3i7 s4i2 s6i4

s4i6
s3i3 s6i6

-1 s2i4
slil s2i2
s2i3 s2i6 s5il

tn7 tfl9

tf6 tfl8

-2

tfl2

tf4 tn4 tf20

-3

tf3 tn3

tfll

-4

tn

-5 trs tflO

Figure 3. Distribution of person scores and item difficulties. (Note: Each 'x' represents 2
participants).



Each of the items in the declarative and applied knowledge sections is related to

one of the seven UDA elements (as noted in the Methods chapter). Table 12 shows the

distribution of items across elements. Item labels are consistent with those presented in

Figure 3.

Table 12

Items from Declarative and Applied Knowledge Sections Pertaining to Each UDA
Element

Items per section
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UDA element

Simple, clear, and intuitive instructions and
procedures

Declarative
(true-false)

tfl4, tfl9, 1£20

Applied
(scenario)

s1-s6i1

Maximum readability and comprehensibility

Maximum legibility

Inclusive assessment population

Precisely defined constructs

Accessible, non-biased items

Amenable to accommodations

tf5, tfl1, tfl6 s1-s6i2

tfl2, tfl5, tfl7 s1-s6i3

tfl, tf2, tf6 s1-s6i4

t17, tf9, tfl3 s1-s6i5

t£3, tflO s1-s6i6

tf4, tf8, tfl8 s1-s6i7
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In addition to the selected response items used for the previous analyses,

participants completed two constructed response scenario items. These items represented

a range ofUDA elements and extended the application ofUDA to address the role of the

teacher as 'retrofitter'. Participants were asked to provide suggestions for improving the

setting, directions, and test items within each scenario to improve its accessibility.

Although responses were coded by UDA element, because participants were not asked to

specifically comment on accessibility with regard each UDA element, this data was not

aggregated with that used in the previous analyses. Table 13 shows descriptive statistics

for these two items based on the overall number of suggestions for improvement coded

by each UDA Element (7 points possible).

Table 13

Descriptive Statistics for Constructed Response Scenario Items

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

n

76

73

x

2.47

3.05

SD

1.16

1.29

Range

0-6

0-6

Presented in Tables 14 and 15 are examples of comments and suggestions

provided by participants for each of the constructed response scenario items as they relate

to each of the seven UDA elements. In general, participants either commented on partes)

of the scenario that might present a barrier for students in terms of accessibility, they

provided a suggestion for improving the scenario, or they rewrote a section of the

scenario to improve its accessibility. No comments were provided for either scenario
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pertaining to 'inclusive assessment population'; therefore it is not represented in the

summary tables.

Table 14

Scenario 1: Examples ofConstructed Responses (Comments and Suggestions for
Improving Accessibility) Coded by UDA Element (N = 76)

UDA element n Comments/Suggestions for improving accessibility

Simple, clear, and
intuitive instructions
and procedures

Maximum
readability and
comprehensibility

57 "Students might not know what a scantron is. If there's going to be
a 'bubble' it should be called an answer choice and there should be
an illustration of the expectations for filling it in"

"The directions are confusing. Students should be told first to find
the answer to the question using the test to write on. Then bubble
in the corresponding or correct answer."

"You are going to try to solve a riddle. Read the entire riddle and
think about what information you have, and what information you
do NOT have. Solve each part of the riddle. You may write your
answer under each item, or on scrap paper, but make sure you
show your work. You may use a calculator if you like, but make
sure you show your work!"

44 "Too confusing to understand the multi-step instruction...allowing
the student to provide an answer after each step would help a
teacher understand where they went wrong in deriving their
answer."

"The test problem is very confusing. The riddle's directions do not
make sense. For example, it says there is a one in the thousands
place, but the answers do not have a one in that place."

"Be clearer in the items leading to the answer."

"Clues are very confusing. For example: 'Multiply the digit in the
thousands place by 2.' And then do what with it?"

Maximum legibility 20 "Spacing of clues. The page looks to cluttered ... More spacing
between scenarios."

"Bullet points for directions instead of a paragraph. Use an icon
with a slash for no calculators."

"Bold the directions so they stand out from the test items."
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Table 14 (continued)

Scenario 1: Examples ofConstructed Responses (Comments and Suggestions for
Improving Accessibility) Coded by UDA Element (N = 76)

UDA element n Comments/Suggestions for improving accessibility

Precisely defined
constructs

Accessible, non
biased items

Amenable to
accommodations

10 "I have no idea what this is intended to measure - this needs to be
made more clear"

"The item is assessing multiple skills- reading, math, logic,
contextualization, etc."

"Is this about math? It seems to be more about following
convoluted directions."

"It's unclear what concept this question measures: logic,
calculation; following multi-step directions. Break the question
into multiple, clearer questions focused on a single concept."

20 "Remove the Batman and Riddler passage and replace it with a
more direct question. It is culturally bias and convoluted"

"Remove the references to the Riddler and Batman as many
students may have no experience with these characters and may
make incorrect inferences in their answers based on the unknown
information in the test item."

"I would also change clue four to something with numbers/math
versus language comprehension For example, I might use '.. .is the
number of sides on a square,' because ELL students may not
understand 'a hand without a thumb.'''

37 "The test administrator may record the student's responses for each
segment of the test item. The administrator may read the student's
responses for the student to evaluate the correct multiple choice
answer."

"I might allow the use of a calculator as an accommodation for
some of the students."

"I would allow students to have the test read to them because it is
only testing their math skills not reading ability. If a student needs
accommodation of using a calculator I would allow its use.
Finally, I would allow a scribe to transfer answers onto the
scantron for students who may have difficulty transferring their
answers."
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Table 15

Scenario 2: Examples ofConstructed Responses (Comments and Suggestions for
Improving Accessibility) Coded by UDA Element (N = 73)

UDA element

Simple, clear, and
intuitive instructions
and procedures

Maximum
readability and
comprehensibility

n Comments/Suggestions for improving accessibility

55 "The directions need to be more specific, such as the above
paragraph (as there may be one below). Also, the 'if needed'
should be more specific on when to give evidence."

"Read the selection. Answer the questions using evidence to
support answers."

"Ten minutes to respond to a test in English? Really? Sounds like
a very stressed, rushed environment for students trying to learn an
alternate language."

"Students should have more time to read the passage and answer
each question about the passage. They should be given at least 30
minutes."

47 "Very poorly written paragraph - informal style that is distracting
and does not correspond with the test questions."

"The sentences are long and filled with difficult language."

"The topic should be something the 7th grade students can relate
to that include vocabulary they have previously learned.
Questions should relate directly to the passage."

"I would change the content to an accessible, age appropriate,
subject for all students."

Maximum legibility 61 "Font is hard to read, needs to be sans serif."

"Items should be retyped in a different font. Lines should be
longer for answers."

"The problem should be printed, not in cursive writing, as not all
students can read cursive."

"Change the font type, size, and line spacing."
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Table 15 (continued)

Scenario 2: Examples o/Constructed Responses (Comments and Suggestions/or
Improving Accessibility) Coded by UDA Element (N = 73)

UDA element n Comments/Suggestions for improving accessibility

Precisely defined
constructs

Accessible, non
biased items

Amenable to
accommodations

14 "The first thing I would do is look at the test item specifications
and to understand what content the item was testing."

" ... focus is on math, not comprehension."

"Test is meant to measure comprehension, not ability to build an
argument; therefore, questions should not require students to
provide evidence"

25 "Topic is biased, and should be changed. Assumes kids know
about credit cards and budgets."

"The vocabulary is quite advanced for ELL. Many 7th graders
may not have experienced 'bounced checks,' budget, and may not
have a clue about minimum payments on credit cards. They must
have those experiences first."

"Vocabulary usage is also difficult for ELLs, with such phrases as:
'carried a balance' (picked it up and carried it where?), debt
spiraling out of control (literally?), bounced checks (how high do
they bounce?), etc."

21 "Students should be allowed to use a dictionary, and have
extended time as needed."

"Translator should be made available for ELL students."

" ... the setting may need to be changed for students that need
additional help. In a quiet environment with one on one support, if
needed."

Evidence of Reliability

Evidence for reliability, in general, supports both the internal consistency and

test-retest reliability of the measure. From the IRT analysis, a strong item reliability of

.94 was obtained, indicating that the declarative and applied knowledge items represent a

range of difficulty. A relatively weak person reliability of .28 most likely indicates that
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the sample of participants did not represent a wide range of abilities. In addition, this

could also be due to an insufficient number of items for the declarative and applied

knowledge sections, or, since the items were dichotomously scored, may have been a

result of the number of response categories per item (Linacre, 2009). In addition,

Cronbach's alpha was calculated for the declarative and applied knowledge sections (a =

.248 and .827, respectively), as well as the total (declarative + applied; a = .781). This

measure of reliability indicates that the true-false items may not be assessing the same

construct (declarative knowledge ofUDA), whereas the scenario items appear to be

measuring relatively the same construct

To provide evidence for test-retest reliability, correlation coefficients were

calculated for the 15 participants for whom two sets of responses were obtained. Table 16

provides descriptive statistics, including means and standard deviations, for Times 1 and

2 for each main section of the measure and total. For the background knowledge items,

participant responses were based on a 4-point scale (24 points possible). For the

declarative and applied knowledge sections, responses to each item were scored correct

(l) and incorrect (0). Table 17 shows the Pearson Correlation Coefficients between times

1 and 2 per section and overall (total) score.
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Descriptive Statistics for Test-Retest (N = 15)
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Section

Background (n = 6; 4-point scale)

Declarative (n = 20)

Applied (n =42)

Total (n = 68)

Table 17

Test-Retest Correlations

x

14.93

15.40

24.07

54.40

Time 1

SD

5.24

1.77

3.28

6.57

Time 1

Time 2

X SD

14.47 4.36

16.40 1.72

22.93 2.96

53.80 4.60

Time 2

Background

Declarative

Applied

Total

Note. * p < .10; ** p < .05

Background Declarative

.824**

.484*

Applied

.536**

Total

.636**
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In general, correlations were moderate (.484) to high (.824), indicating satisfactory test

retest reliability.

Criterion-Related Evidence

To obtain evidence for criterion-related validity, differences between groups

based on level of expertise were evaluated. First, a Welch (-test was conducted using total

scores from expert and preservice teacher groups to see if differences existed between the

two extremes on overall scores. No significant difference was found between expert and

preservice groups (t (18) = 1.152, P = .264). (In Table 18, below, descriptive statistics are

presented per group for each section ofthe measure). Follow-up (-tests were conducted to

explore whether significant differences existed between these two groups on any of the

three main sections of the measure. A significant difference between groups was present

only for the declarative knowledge section (t (18) = 2.l49,p < .05).

Next, a MANOVA was conducted to evaluate whether the measure effectively

differentiates levels of expertise in relation to types of knowledge (background,

declarative, and applied). Table 18 contains descriptive statistics by group for each

section of the measure. For this analysis, independence of observations was assumed.

Boxplots and histograms were examined for univariate and multivariate normality, and

no section subscales presented significant deviations from normality. Two outliers were

present on the declarative knowledge subscale. No significant mean differences resulted

after removing the outliers; therefore, they were not considered influential.
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Table 18

Descriptive Statistics Per Group for Each Section, Based on Percent Correct (N = 86)

Expert Preservice Inservice

Section X SD X SD X SD

Background 68.75 .11 66.50 .10 70.59 .11

Declarative 88.75 .05 75.30 .08 77.19 .10

Applied 52.97 .10 55.12 .09 52.08 .10

Total (Overall) 67.36 .10 76.28 .09 54.46 .09

Homogeneity of variance was tested using Box's Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices

and Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances. Examination of Box's M revealed

heterogeneity of variance, indicating that the observed covariance matrices of the

dependent variables (section subscale) do differ significantly across groups (F (12,287) =

1.806,p = .047). Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances yielded non-significant

results for all section subscales, indicating error variance of the dependent variables does

not differ to a significant degree across groups. The between-subjects multivariate results

indicated a statistically significant difference in the multivariate combination of the

section subscores based on level of expertise, Wilks' A = .863, F (6, 162) = 2.063, P <

.10. Results of the univariate tests indicated a statistically significant difference based on

level of expertise for the declarative knowledge section (p :::: .05) only.
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In addition to the MANGVA, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis rank order test

was used to analyze differences between groups based on IRT person scale scores.

Because the Kruskal-Wallis is non-parametric, it is a more sensitive test of group

differences. Results from this analysis indicate no significant differences between groups

based on IRT scale score (chi-square [2, N = 3] = 1.501; P = .472).

Evidence Supporting the Use of the Measure for Identifying Professional

Development Needs

First, correlations between domain scores were calculated using item difficulties

for each domain (i.e., UDA element within the applied knowledge section). These were

evaluated to determine if the domains formed a single UDA skill measurement

dimension. Three pairs of domains had significant correlations (p < .10):

• 'Simple, Clear, and Intuitive Directions and Procedures' and 'Precisely

Defined Constructs' (Pearson Correlation Coefficient = .894, p < .05);

• 'Maximum Legibility' and 'Inclusive Assessment Population' (Pearson

Correlation Coefficient = .818, p < .05);

• 'Maximum Readability and Comprehensibility' and 'Amenable to

Accommodations' (Pearson Correlation Coefficient -.772, P < .10).

'Accessible, non-biased items' was not significantly correlated with any other element.

These correlations indicate that the measure is assessing different skill dimensions within

the applied knowledge section. A correlation matrix is presented in Table 19.
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Table 19

Correlation Matrixfor UDA Element Domain Scores

UDA Element

UDAElement

1

2

3

1

-.226

.161

2

.170

3 4 5 6 x

-.167

-.298

-.608

SD

1.10

.555

.362

4 .267 .116 .818** -.095 .641

5 .894** -.426 .253 .213 .482 .620

6 -.582 .368 .471 .603 -.559 -.513 .924

7 -.428 -.772* -.169 -.234 -.121 .065 .612 .818

Note. *p < .10; ** P < .05; (1) Simple, clear, and intuitive instructions and procedures;
(2) Maximum readability and comprehensibility; (3) Maximum legibility; (4) Inclusive
assessment population; (5) Precisely defined constructs, (6) Accessible, non-biased items;
(7) Amenable to accommodations.

The next question for this investigation was whether or not domain scores

(subscores) from the applied knowledge items were useful for identifying professional

development needs. First, item difficulties were sampled from the IRT scaling of scenario

items. Next, using the Kruskal-Wallis rank order test, items were ranked in order of

difficulty and the mean rank per element was calculated. Table 19 contains the mean



element difficulties and standards deviations, as well as the mean rank per element. As

indicated by the chi-square statistic, c2 (6, N= 7) = 12.373,p:S .05, the UDA elements

appear to be differentially difficult. Therefore, based on the applied knowledge items,

professional development needs could be targeted at the domain level.

Table 20

Kruskal-Wallis Test ofUDA Element Scale Scores (Sorted by Mean Rankfrom Least to
Most Difficult)
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UDA element (n =6 per element)

Maximum legibility

Accessible, non-biased items

Maximum readability and comprehensibility

Simple, clear, and intuitive instructions and
procedures

Element difficulty

X SD Mean rank

-.608 .362 13.00

-.513 .924 14.42

-.298 .555 18.92

-.167 1.10 19.25

Inclusive assessment population

Precisely defined constructs

Amenable to accommodations

Note. Chi-Square (6, N= 7) = 12.373,p:s .05 .

-.095

.482

.612

.641

.620

.818

23.33

30.75

30.83

The final question for this investigation was whether or not domain scores

differentiated experts from non-experts. Table 20 contains descriptive statistics by group
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for each UDA element (domain). To evaluate this question, a MANOVA was conducted,

with level of expertise as the grouping variable. Independence of observations was

assumed. Boxplots and histograms were examined for univariate and multivariate

normality, and no element subscales presented significant deviations from normality. A

few outliers were present on four of the seven element subscales. No significant mean

differences resulted after removing outliers; therefore, outliers were not considered

influential. Homogeneity of variance was tested using Box's Test of Equality of

Covariance Matrices and Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances. Examination of

Box's M shows there was homogeneity of variance, upholding the assumption that the

observed covariance matrices of the dependent variables (element subscale) do not differ

significantly across groups (F(28, 2611) = 1.020,p = .436). Levene's Test of Equality of

Error Variances yielded non-significant results for all but one element subscale,

indicating error variance of the dependent variables does not differ to a significant degree

across groups, with the exception of the legibility subscale.

The between-subjects multivariate results indicated a non-statistically significant

difference in the multivariate combination of the UDA element subscale scores based on

level of expertise, Wilks' A = .809, F (14, 154) = 1.230,p > .05. Results of the univariate

tests indicated a statistically significant difference based on level of expertise for the

legibility subscale only (p = .039), consistent with the results of the tests of homogeneity

of variance previously reported. Based on these results, domain scores do not

differentiate levels of expertise.
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Table 21

Descriptive Statistics by Group for Each UDA Element (Based on Raw Score Per
Element)

Expert Inservice Preservice Total
(n=4) (n = 66) (n = 16) (N= 86)

UDA element X X X X
(SD) (SD) (SD) (SD)

Simple, clear, and intuitive 4.00 3.52 3.38 3.51
instructions and procedures (1.41) (1.03) (1.26) (1.08)

Maximum readability and 3.00 3.65 3.81 3.65
comprehensibility (1.16) (1.20) (1.28) (1.21)

Maximum legibility 5.00 4.45 3.56 4.31
(.816) (1.23) (1.86) (1.38)

Inclusive assessment 3.25 3.24 3.06 3.21
population (1.26) (1.30) (1.06) (1.25)

Precisely defined constructs 1.25 2.21 2.31 2.19
(1.50) (1.34) (1.30) (1.34)

Accessible, non-biased items 3.50 4.15 3.75 4.05
(1.00) (1.10) (.931) (1.07)

Amenable to accommodations 2.25 1.92 2.00 1.95
(.500) (.933) (.816) (.893)



In the next chapter, a discussion of these results is presented as they relate to the

evidence needed to support the validity argument. In addition, limitations of the study

and directions for future research are addressed.

78
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this dissertation research was to design and validate a measure of

teacher knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment (UDA). The measure was

designed to capture teacher knowledge along a continuum from background to

declarative to applied through a variety of item and response types. The UDA elements

presented by Thompson, Johnstone, & Thurlow (2002), provided a framework and

criteria for teachers' evaluation of assessment accessibility issues. The importance of

teacher knowledge in this area is reinforced by the diversity of students in today's

classrooms, efforts to increase access to and inclusion in general education curricula and

accountability assessments, and efforts to close the achievement gap between

educationally disadvantaged students and their peers. By improving accessibility, through

appropriate accommodations and applications of UDA, a wider range of students can

effectively participate in learning and evaluation, and the interpretations of student

performance that contribute to the instructional decision-making process can be made

with greater confidence and accuracy.

In the following sections, the results presented in the previous chapter are

summarized and interpreted as they pertain to the evidence needed to support the validity
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framework. Implications and considerations for measure revisions are discussed

throughout. In addition, limitations and directions for future research are addressed.

Evidence of Content Validity

The first assumption of the validity argument stated that the seven UDA elements

were inclusive of all UDA principles. Evidence for this assumption came from a review

of the literature and provides initial support for content validity. The content of the TK

UDA was based upon and derived from federal acts and regulations (e.g., USDE: NCLB,

2001; IDEA, 2004), technical reports (e.g., Thompson, Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002) and

standards for fair, accurate and accessible tests (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999). Items were

designed to capture a range of knowledge. Background knowledge items were intended

to capture information about participants' familiarity with regulations related to

accessibility and universal design concepts, their experiences and training related to

teaching students of varying abilities and backgrounds, use of technology in education,

and provisions for accommodations. Declarative knowledge items represented a range of

UDA elements and were designed to measure factual knowledge. Applied knowledge

items were contextualized within scenarios representing positive and negative examples

of each UDA element.

The second assumption stated that the measure (TK-UDA) was representative of

the seven UDA elements. Results from each of the reviews (internal, expert, and teacher)

provide evidence for this assumption and additional support for the content validity of the

measure. In general, the measure reviews yielded changes that improved the content and

clarity of the measure. Although solicited, no changes were suggested by any of the

reviewers for the measure blueprint or specifications. Overall, changes suggested for
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improving the measure were not related specifically to content representativeness; rather,

they were associated with the language and clarity of the directions, items, and response

scales. This may indicate that the review questions were not specific enough to capture

this information or, alternatively, that the content of the measure was sufficiently

representative of the UDA elements and construct, overall. Additional measure reviews

would provide clarification for this interpretation.

Evidence that the Measure Yields Scores that Reflect a Continuum of Teacher

Knowledge

Three assumptions within the validity argument were presented to guide the

collection of evidence to support the claim that the measure yields scores that reflect a

continuum of teacher knowledge. Evidence was first obtained to evaluate the correlation

between performance on background knowledge items and declarative and applied

knowledge items. All correlations were negative, indicating inverse relationships between

these sections of the measure. Based on correlations calculated using percent correct

scores, none of the correlations were significant. However, the correlation between

background knowledge items and IRT scale score was significant (p < .10), indicating an

inverse relationship between background knowledge and estimated ability level. This

may be due to the bifactor analysis accounting for the context and difficulty of the

scenario items, and subsequent IRT scaling (whereas the percent correct scores were

based on raw data, not the relative item difficulty).

Next, evidence was garnered to evaluate whether or not declarative and applied

knowledge sub-test scores were correlated, forming a single UDA measurement

dimension. Again, using percent correct scores, then IRT scale scores, correlation
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coefficients were calculated. Both yielded non-significant correlations between these two

sections of the measure. This indicates that perhaps these sections are assessing different

underlying constructs, for example, 'types of knowledge' (declarative and applied) as

opposed to one underlying UDA construct.

Last, evidence was obtained to support the structuring of items and scores from

high (declarative) to low (applied). In general, as hypothesized, items within the

declarative knowledge section were less difficult than items in the applied knowledge

section. Although a strong item reliability value was obtained, indicating that declarative

and applied knowledge items represent a range of difficulty, when considering the

placement of items along the continuum by knowledge type, overall, declarative items

represented a rather narrow range of difficulty and, with the exception of a few items,

were primarily 'easy'. Applied (scenario) items, though relatively more difficult in

comparison to declarative items, also represented a narrow range of difficulty. In

addition, four of the five the items with the poorest fit were scenario items for which 'not

applicable' was the correct response. (For five of the scenario items, this was the correct

response). Person scores also represented a rather narrow range of ability, indicated by

both the range of scores, as well as the relatively weak person reliability of .28.

Given the results of the item scaling, revisions to the measure might include

adding items of varying difficulty, as well as revisions to existing items, to increase and

improve the range of item difficulty. To address the misfit of the items with 'not

applicable' as the correct response, considerations for measure revision include either

eliminating this as a response option and revising the scenarios to represent only positive

and negative examples of each UDA element, or perhaps using a Likert-type scale for
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evaluation of accessibility based on each UDA element (which would require analytic

techniques that permit polytomous scoring). The weak person reliability index, could be

addressed by obtaining a greater sample size, which may represent a wider range of

abilities, adding more items to the declarative and applied knowledge sections, or, as

noted above, revising the response scale to include more categories.

The two constructed response items provided additional, qualitative information

that revealed participants' abilities to evaluate the test scenarios for accessibility. In

addition, these items captured information related to teachers' role as test retrofitter.

Although participants were not asked to specifically provide suggestions to improve

accessibility based on each UDA element, their comments were coded and generally fell

into one of the seven UDA element categories. The most comments were provided for the

UDA elements of 'simple, clear, and intuitive directions and procedures', 'maximum

readability and comprehensibility', and 'maximum legibility', perhaps because these

elements were easier to evaluate (or more apparent) within the given contexts or easy to

identify visually. Fewer overall comments were made related to the UDA elements of

'precisely defined constructs', 'accessible, non-biased items', and 'amenable to

accommodations', perhaps because these may be more difficult to evaluate. No

comments related to 'inclusive assessment population' were given for either constructed

response scenario. However, given the context of the second scenario ("ELL students in

Mrs. Angeli's 7th grade class are given brief weekly reading comprehension

assessments"), it was expected that this might have been considered a non-inclusive

population. One consideration for revising the constructed response items might include

changing the response prompts from 'setting', 'directions', and 'test item' to the seven
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UDA elements. In addition, although these items provided information regarding

participants' abilities to evaluate the scenarios for accessibility issues, they are somewhat

contrived. Another consideration for revising the constructed response items would be to

have teachers evaluate and revise actual student assessments.

Evidence of Reliability

Reliability evidence, in general, supported both the internal consistency and test

retest reliability of the measure. Reliability was assessed using Cronbach's a and test

retest correlations, respectively. (Reliability estimates from the IRT analysis were

discussed previously). Cronbach's a was used to evaluated the degree to which the items

on the measure combined to assess a single trait. The overall reliability (for declarative

and applied knowledge sections) was moderately strong, a = .78. For the declarative

knowledge items, reliability was weak, a = .248, indicating that the true-false items are

measuring other factors not captured by the measure, in addition to 'declarative

knowledge ofUDA'. For the applied knowledge items, a = .827, indicating that the

scenario items are reliably assessing 'applied knowledge ofUDA'.

To provide evidence for test-retest reliability, correlation coefficients were

calculated for the 15 participants for whom two sets of responses were obtained.

Correlations between times 1 and 2 were moderate to strong for the background and

applied knowledge sections, as well as the total, (.824, .536, and .636, respectively). The

correlation between times 1 and 2 for the declarative knowledge section was weaker than

the other sections, .484, indicating that performance on this section was not consistent

across administrations, and perhaps, a practice effect for this section of the measure.
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Criterion-Related Evidence

To support the assumption that scores on the measure were indicative of levels of

teacher knowledge of UDA, evidence for group differences was evaluated. Since there

are no existing measures of similar constructs against which relevant criterion might be

evaluated, differences in group performance on the measure, or discriminant validity,

were used to test the hypothesis that scores were indicative of different levels of

proficiency. Differences between groups were evaluated a number of ways. First, a

Welch I-test was conducted using total scores from expert and preservice teacher groups

to see if differences existed between the two extremes on overall scores. No significant

difference was found between groups, 1(18) = 1.152, p = .264. Follow-up I-tests were

conducted to examine whether significant differences existed between experts and

preservice teachers any of the three main sections of the measure. A significant difference

between groups was present only for the declarative knowledge section, 1(18) =2.149,p

< .05. Experts performed significantly better than preservice teachers on this section of

the measure (X percent correct = 88.75 and 77.19, respectively).

Next, a MANOVA was conducted to evaluate whether the measure effectively

differentiates levels of expertise in relation to types of knowledge (background,

declarative, and applied). The between-subjects multivariate results indicated a

statistically significant difference based on level of expertise. Results of the univariate

tests indicated a statistically significant difference based on level of expertise for the

declarative knowledge section (p .:::; .05) only, consistent with the results ofthe I-tests.
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Last, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis rank order test was used to analyze

differences between groups based on IRT person scale scores. Results from this analysis

indicate no statistically significant differences between groups based on IRT scale score.

Based on the results, discriminant validity of the measure, overall, is not upheld;

the measure does not effectively differentiate levels of expertise. This may have been

influenced by a number of variables, including the sample size, narrow range of abilities

within the sample, and narrow range of item difficulties. In addition, this may have been

a result of the way in which experts were identified and defined (as researchers with

experiences studying UDA or educational assessment). Given a broader sampling of

expertise across groups (e.g., pre- and inservice teachers with extensive applied

experience with educational assessment), this assumption may have been better supported

(i.e., the measure may differentiate high versus low levels of knowledge). This hypothesis

may be evaluated with additional research. Also, because 'experts' (who included

university faculty and researchers) may be contributing to curriculum development and

instruction in credential courses, preservice teachers may be exposed to universal design

and/or UDA concepts in their credentialing programs, therefore these two groups could

conceivably perform similarly. Although the measure appears to differentiate levels of

expertise based on declarative knowledge scores, the weak internal reliability for this

section of the measure suggests that more than one trait is being assessed, which, without

additional analyses, makes interpreting differences in 'declarative knowledge' difficult.
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Evidence Supporting the Use of the Measure for Identifying Professional

Development Needs

The final assumption of the validity argument stated that domain scores (UDA

element sub-scores) were useful for identifying professional development needs. A

variety of evidences were evaluated to support this assumption. First, correlations

between domain scores were calculated using item difficulties for each UDA element

within the applied knowledge section. These were evaluated to determine if the domains

formed a single UDA skill measurement dimension. Three pairs of domains had

significant correlations (p < .10), and one was not correlated with any other, indicating

that, within this section, more than one skill dimension is being assessed. Next, to

evaluate whether or not domain scores (subscores) from the applied knowledge items

were useful for identifying professional development needs, item difficulties were

sampled from the IRT scaling of scenario items, items were ranked in order of difficulty,

and the mean rank per element was calculated. Results from the Kruskal-Wallis rank

order test indicate that the UDA elements appear to be differentially difficult, potentially

signifYing that professional development needs could be targeted at the domain level.

Last, a MANOVA was conducted to evaluate whether or not domain scores differentiated

experts from non-experts. Non-significant results were obtained, indicating that this

domain scores, overall, do not differentiate levels of expertise.

Based on these results, because the domains are differentially difficult, it may be

possible to target professional development at the UDA element level. However, since

the domain scores do not differentiate levels of expertise, misassignment of participants

to professional development modules based on UDA elements is possible. Perhaps setting
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a passing score for each domain (e.g., 4 of 6 items correct) would provide a better means

of comparing groups and assigning participants to professional development specific to

their needs.

Consequences of Score Use and Considerations for Measure Revisions

The proposed uses ofthe measure for this study were to describe teachers'

knowledge of universal design for assessment and to provide initial evidence for its

usefulness in identifying professional development needs at the UDA element level. The

validity argument outlined a chain of inferences, assumptions, and evidences intended to

support the use of the measure for these purposes. However, the reliability of the validity

framework relies heavily upon the information garnered at each stage of the evidentiary

process; that is, the inferences and assumptions are upheld or refuted based on the results

of the analyses. In general, the measure appears to (a) be representative of the seven

elements of UDA, (b) capture a range of teacher knowledge and represent a range of item

difficulty, and (c) be potentially useful for identifYing professional development needs.

Discriminant validity of the measure was not upheld, for a number of reasons, including

those described previously. Although the measure appears to capture a continuum of

knowledge with a range of easy and difficult items, the participant sample represented a

rather narrow range of ability, and the majority of the items on the measure, especially

those within the declarative knowledge section were 'easy' items.

The results of this study provide evidence that indicates the need for measure

revisions before the claim can be made that the TK-UDA accurately describes levels of

teacher knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment. One consideration would be to

revise or simplify the language of the seven UDA elements or reduce the number ofUDA
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elements to be applied at the classroom leveL For example, 'clear directions' might

capture the essence of 'simple, clear, and intuitive directions and procedures' and would

eliminate the issue of evaluating such a compound statement. In addition, it is possible

that some of the elements are less applicable to classroom assessments than they are to

large-scale assessments. For example, 'inclusive assessment population' could be

eliminated as a consideration for classroom level assessments because the context of the

population to be assessed is limited to the students within the class.

Other considerations for revision include: adding more difficult declarative

knowledge items (or revising these items to represent a wider range of difficulty);

eliminating 'not applicable' as a response option for the applied knowledge items and

revising the scenarios to represent only positive and negative examples of each UDA

element; using a Likert-type scale for evaluation of accessibility based on each UDA

element within the scenarios; and adding (or replacing the scenario items with) a section

that includes actual student assessment examples, that are more realistic than the existing

scenario items.

After measure revisions are made, another series of reviews should be conducted

that includes review items more specific to the appropriateness and representativeness of

measure content/items to the underlying construct of UDA. The revised measure would

then be implemented, ideally completed by a larger sample of participants. With a larger

sample size, additional analytic techniques could be used, such as confirmatory factor

analysis, and results could be interpreted with greater confidence.
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Limitations

There are several limitations that should be considered when interpreting the

results of this study. First, and most significant, is the small sample size; in addition,

there are limitations related to the measure and the analyses.

Limitations of sample size. A number of factors may have contributed the small

sample size. First, related to getting participation information to teachers, some school

districts had established procedures and requirements for research involving district

employees and students. Given the time required to complete the approval processes, in

most cases at least a month, I decided not to pursue participant recruitment in these

districts as the process for approval would have extended beyond my timeline for data

collection. In addition, principals who were contacted may have elected not to forward

information about the study and participation opportunity to their teaching staff.

Second, participants were purposefully selected based on their affiliation with one

of the three target groups: expert, inservice teacher, or preservice teacher. This was done

with the intention of garnering responses from a broad range of participants to examine

the ability of the TK-UDA to capture a continuum of knowledge from low to high. In

addition, participation was voluntary; therefore, the sample only includes participants

who elected to complete the measure. Decisions regarding participation may have been

affected by time, familiarity (or lack thereof) with the topic ofUDA, and/or incentives for

participation. In short, the people in each of the target groups are busy and have

responsibilities that require time commitments beyond the hours in a school day; they

may simply not have had time to participate in this study. Some may have chosen not to

participate because of a lack of familiarity with accessibility issues or Universal Design
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for Assessment; and, although a description was provided in the introductory letter, they

may not have felt comfortable participating. The converse may also be true - those with

knowledge of accessibility issues and UDA may have been more willing to participate.

Another factor affecting participation may have been the incentives offered. Incentives

for participation included a $10 Amazon gift card for completing Part 1 and a drawing

opportunity for one of 4 iPod shuffles for completing Part 2. Although these incentives

were offered, given the time projected for completing both parts of the survey

(approximately 40 minutes), the incentives may not have been enticing to some.

A third noted limitation, related to the sampling procedures used, is the lack of

precision in response rate. Because information regarding participation was broadly

distributed and participants were recruited through listservs and school leadership, in

addition to personal and professional networks, calculating an exact response rate is not

possible. However, the completion rate, that is, the percentage of participants who agreed

to complete the measure and did, can be calculated. As noted in the Chapter III, 129

people agreed to participate, and 86 completed both Parts 1 and 2, yielding a completion

rate of approximately 67%. Although the completion rate was moderately high, it was

impacted by the measure being presented in two parts; some participants did not

complete both parts, and only complete data sets were included in the analyses.

Limitations of the measure. Several limitations are related to the design of the

measure. First, is the lack of flexibility in using the seven elements of UDA as criteria for

evaluating accessibility. Although this point did not arise during the measure/content

review, it was discussed with the dissertation committee at the time of proposal. Inherent

in Universal Design is the idea that accessibility is considered within the design stages,
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rather than as a retrofit to existing materials. Applying the UDA elements as criteria for

evaluating the accessibility of existing assessment, much like a checklist, may be

considered contradictory to the flexibility of universal design. However, as noted in the

literature review, the intent of applying the UDA elements as criteria for evaluating

accessibility was to ensure that tests (and other instructional materials) meet minimum or

baseline requirements for accessibility. Also, because teachers use tests (and instructional

materials) that may not have been designed to be accessible to all of their students, they

need to be able to identify these issues in order to assign accommodations, interpret

student performance, and make instructional decisions based on assessment results.

The next limitation is related to survey design, in general. By maintaining the

language of the UDA elements for the applied knowledge items, participants were asked

to evaluate multiple questions in one item. This pertains to three elements in particular:

simple, clear and intuitive instructions and procedures (6 considerations in one),

maximum readability and comprehensibility (2 considerations) and accessible, non

biased items (2 considerations). Although efforts were made in the design of scenarios to

make positive and negative examples of each element clear, it is possible that participants

may have considered all or part of each of the compound questions when responding.

This issue is an important consideration, especially if applying the elements as criteria to

classroom materials. For example, it is possible for text to be readable, but not

comprehensible, particularly if a passage contains idioms or phrases that are culture

specific. To address this issue for measure revisions, these items could be simplified to

improve clarity or could be presented as separate questions.
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Another issue related to the measure design, discussed previously, is the misfit of

the applied (scenario) items for which 'not applicable' was the correct response. This

response option may have been used in instances where participants did not know or were

uncertain of the answers, rather than to indicate that, within the scenario, an example

(positive or negative) of the element was not given. Revising the scenarios to represent

only positive and negative examples of each UDA element, or using a Likert-type scale

for evaluation of accessibility based on each UDA element will be considered for

measure reVISIOns.

Limitations of the analyses. A few limitations are related to the analyses. First,

although the data fit the IPL IRT model adequately overall, there are limitations to using

a one-parameter model. The IPL IRT model measures only item difficulty, constraining

slopes (item discrimination) and asymptotes (guessing). It is possible that item

discriminations would vary if 'freed up', and that guessing may have occurred. Using a 2

or 3PL model would allow variability in item discrimination and/or guessing,

respectively, and would likely yield significantly different trait levels.

Another limitation is the estimation procedure, joint maximum likelihood

estimation (JMLE), used by Winsteps software for scaling items. Although there are

advantages to this estimation procedure, including its applicability across IRT models and

computational efficiency, notable disadvantages exist. These include biased and

inconsistent parameter estimates, especially for fixed-length tests, which occurs because

item and person parameters are estimated simultaneously. These estimates are not

optimal for calculating standard errors and lead to difficulty in interpreting standard

errors. In addition, JMLE does not provide estimates for perfect scores (items or persons)
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and has little utility when comparing fit across models (Embretson & Reise, 2000). An

alternative to analyzing data using Winsteps would be to use BILOG-MG, which uses

marginal maximum likelihood estimation (MMLE) to estimate ability and item

parameters. Embertson and Reise (2000) note that MMLE generally yields more

consistent parameter estimates because the estimation procedure uses expected

frequencies based on response pattern (rather than observed) and the estimation process is

iterative (rather than simultaneous).

Directions for Future Research

Despite the limitations noted above, and given that, to date, examining and

addressing teacher knowledge of UDA has yet to be explored, this study provided an

initial step in the endeavor to extend the application of UDA principles to classroom

assessments. By designing and attempting to validate the use of a measure of teacher

knowledge of UDA, an effort was made to describe what teachers know about assessment

accessibility issues through their application of seven UDA principles. The results of this

study primarily provide information for further measure development and some limited

initial evidence that supports the need for teacher professional development in this area.

This study sets the stage for additional research to explore (a) the design and

delivery of a professional development curriculum for UDA, (b) additional uses of the

measure (which would require additional validity evidence), including the use of the

measure presented herein (or parts thereof) as a pre-/post-test to evaluate the

effectiveness of professional development programs in terms of increased teacher

knowledge and application ofUDA, and (c) specific applications ofUDA to classroom
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assessments (including comparisons of student scores on UD and non-UD tests in various

subject areas).
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Measure Blueprint

Declarative and Applied Knowledge Items
..

...
Declarative Knowledge (True/False) Items Applied Knowledge Items

...

UDA Principle I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Tot. I 2 3 4 5 6 7/8*

I. Inclusive
assessment x x x 3 y N y y N N
population

2. Precisely defined
x x x 3 y y y NA N yconstructs

3. Accessible, non-
x x 2 y N N N N Nbiased items

4. Amenable to
x 3 NA NA y y NA Naccommodations x x

5. Simple, clear &
intuitive

x x 3 y y y NA y Ninstructions and x

procedures

6. Maximum
readability & x x x 3 y N y N Y Y
comprehensibility

7. Maximum
x x x 3 y N N Y N Ylegibility

Selected Response
Y = Yes (accessible, positive example)
N = No (inaccessible, negative example)
NA = Not applicable to scenario (element is not
described in the scenario)
*Constructed Response
Evaluated qualitatively \0

-.....l
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Teacher
Knowledge of

UDA

Decision-Maker
(Not addressed in

measure)

Design/Develop
Assessments

(Not addressed in
measure)

Retrofttter
(Improvement)

User
Teacher
Role

Survey
Elements

Description

Question
Type

Analyses

4-point scale,
(collapsed to 2, if

necessary)

Descriptive Analysis

True/Somewhat true/
false/False

SCored correct (1) or
incorrect (0)

IRTScaiing

.
Scenarios

(selected response)
Dichotomously scored

by UDA elements

I
Factor Analyses

(Bi-Factor Model);
IRTScaiing

Scenarios
(constructed

response)

I
Include score with Bi-

Factor Model
+

Qualitative Summary

Descriptive
Stats

\,Q
\,Q
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Dear [name],

Hi! My name is Elisa Jamgochian and I am a doctoral candidate in Educational
Methodology, Policy, and Leadership at the University of Oregon. I am writing to invite
you to participate in a study that will support my dissertation research.

I am interested in teacher knowledge oftest accessibility issues. To research this, I have
designed a survey that will help me better understand what teachers (from preservice to
'expert'; grades K-8) know about assessment accessibility issues through the application
of seven universal design for assessment principles. The proposed use ofthe measure for
this study is to describe teachers' knowledge of universal design for assessment and
provide initial evidence for its usefulness in identifying training and professional
development needs.

Universal design is a concept rooted in architecture and product design; at its core is the
belief that products and environments can be designed "to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design" (Center
for Universal Design, 2008, ~ 1). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends this
concept to address issues of accessibility within assessment systems (Thompson,
Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002).

To participate, you are asked to complete a two-part survey. Part I includes items that
address your experience working with students of various abilities and backgrounds,
true/false statements about test accessibility, and basic demographic information. It is
expected that Part 1 will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. Part 2 contains eight
items for which you are asked to rate the accessibility of a test scenario given seven
criteria (elements of Universal Design for Assessment). It is expected that Part 2 will take
approximately 20-25 minutes to complete.

**IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING, PLEASE EMAIL ME:
ejamgoch@uoregon.edu. I will reply with a unique participant ID number and links to the
survey.

Your participation is voluntary. Your decision to participate will not affect your
relationship with the school or district. If you decide to participate, you are free to
withdraw your consent and discontinue participation at any time without penalty.

If you don't wish to participate, simply do not complete the survey. Responses will be
anonymous; data will be compiled using a random identification code. Completing and
submitting the surveys indicates your agreement to participate.

The potential risks are minimal, as we make sure no one has access to your responses.
Your random identification number will be linked to your email address on a secure
server, in a location separate from survey response data. You will be compensated for
your participation in the study and will be entered in a drawing. For your participation,
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you will receive a $10 gift card to Amazon. In addition, you will be entered in a drawing
for one of four iPod shuffles. Your compensation will be sent within 2 weeks of the
anticipated survey completion date. Drawing items will also be sent at that time.

Please keep this email in your files. If you have any questions about the study, please
contact me at:

Elisa Jamgochian
Email: ejamgoch@uoregon.edu
Phone: 714-335-9195

Or, you may contact my advisor at:

Paul Yovanoff, Ph.D.
Phone: (541) 346-1495

Ifyou have questions regarding your rights as a research subject, contact the Office for
Protection of Human Subjects, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403, (541) 346
2510. This Office oversees the review of the research to protect your rights and is not
involved with this study.

Thank you for your interest and help with my dissertation study! I appreciate your
participation and time.

Sincerely,
Elisa Jamgochian
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APPENDIXD

RECRUITMENT EMAIL - FOLLOW-UP

Dear [name];

Thank you for your interest in participating in my dissertation study! Included in this
email are your participant identification number and links to parts one and two of the test
accessibility survey.

Your participant ID # is: XXXX

You will need to enter your participant ID # for each part of the survey.

Survey Links:
To link to Part 1, click here: [link to online survey]
To link to Part 2, click here: [link to online survey]

Please keep this email in your files. If you have any questions about the study, please
contact me at:

Elisa Jamgochian
Email: ejamgoch@uoregon.edu
Phone: 714-335-9195

I appreciate your time and participation.

Sincerely,
Elisa
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APPENDIXE

RECRUITMENT EMAIL - REMINDER

Dear [name];

A friendly reminder - if you are still interested and have not yet completed the test
accessibility survey, please do so by [date].

I've included again in this email your participant identification number and links to parts
one and two of the test accessibility survey so the information is readily accessible.

Your participant ID # is: XXXX

You will need to enter your participant ID # for each part of the survey.

Survey Links:
To link to Part 1, click here: [link to online survey]
To link to Part 2, click here: [link to online survey]

Please keep this email in your files. If you have any questions about the study, please
contact me at:

Elisa Jamgochian
Email: ejamgoch@uoregon.edu
Phone: 714-335-9195

I appreciate your time and participation.

Sincerely,
Elisa
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INTRODUCTION: (Including informed consent letter)

Thank you for your interest in participating in this study!

I am interested in teacher knowledge of test accessibility issues. To research this, I have
designed a survey that will help me better understand what teachers know about
assessment accessibility issues through the application of seven universal design for
assessment (UDA) principles. The proposed use of the measure for this study is to
describe teachers' knowledge of UDA and provide initial evidence for its usefulness in
identifying training and professional development needs.

Universal design is a concept rooted in architecture and product design; at its core is the
belief that products and environments can be designed "to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design" (Center
for Universal Design, 2008, ~ 1). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends this
concept to address issues of accessibility within assessment systems (Thompson,
Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002).

To participate, you are asked to complete a two-part survey. Part 1 includes items that
address your experience working with students of various abilities and backgrounds,
true/false statements about test accessibility, and basic demographic information. It is
expected that Part 1 will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. Part 2 contains six
items for which you are asked to rate the accessibility of a test scenario given seven
criteria (elements of Universal Design for Assessment), and two items for which you are
asked to provide suggestions to improve the given scenario. It is expected that Part 2 will
take approximately 20-25 minutes to complete.

Your participation is voluntary. Your decision to participate will not affect your
relationship with the school or district. If you decide to participate, you are free to
withdraw your consent and discontinue participation at any time without penalty.

Ifyou don't wish to participate, simply do not complete the survey. Responses will be
anonymous; data will be compiled using a random identification code. Completing and
submitting the surveys indicates your agreement to participate.

The potential risks are minimal, as we make sure no one has access to your responses.
Your random identification number will be linked to your email address on a secure
server, in a location separate from survey response data. You will be compensated for
your participation in the study and will be entered in a drawing. For your participation,
you will receive a $10 Amazon gift card. In addition, you will be entered in a drawing for
one of four iPod shuffles. Your compensation will be sent within 2 weeks of the
anticipated survey completion date. Drawing items will also be sent at that time.
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If you have any questions about the study, please contact me at:
Elisa Jamgochian
Email: ejamgoch@uoregon.edu
Phone: 714-335-9195

Or, you may contact my advisor at:
Paul Yovanoff, Ph.D.
Phone: (541) 346-1495

Ifyou have questions regarding your rights as a research subject, contact the Office for
Protection ofHuman Subjects, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403, (541) 346
2510. This Office oversees the review of the research to protect your rights and is not
involved with this study. Thank you for your interest and help with my dissertation study!
I appreciate your participation and time.

Sincerely, Elisa Jamgochian

Footer (on each page of measure): Please click here to email Elisa Jamgochian if you
have any questions regarding this survey.



Participant ID #

Please rate each of the following statements.

I am familiar with...

108

Not at A little Mostly Very
all

the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

the ADA Standards for Accessible Design

the concept of Universal Design (in general)

the concept of Universal Design for
Learning/Instruction

the concept of Universal Design for Assessment

Please rate each of the following statements.

Within the past 5 years, I have had experience teaching...

None Very Some A lot
little

students with physical disabilities

students with learning disabilities

students with language disabilities

English Language Learners (Students for whom
English is not their native/primary language)

students who are economically disadvantaged



Please respond to the following statements.
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Not within 1-3 times 4-6 times Monthly
the past 5 per year per year (or more

years £'requently)

I participate in IEP meetings.

I attend student support team meetings.

I participate in training/professional development related to ...

Not within 1-3 times 4-6 times Monthly
the past 5 per year per year (or more

years !Frequently)

students with physical disabilities

students with learning disabilities

students with language disabilities

English Language Learners

economically disadvantaged students

What type(s) of training? (Check all that apply). [LOGIC CHAIN]

[] School- or district-sponsored professional development/inservice
D University-sponsored professional development/inservice
D Publisher-sponsored professional development/inservice
D College/University course
D Online course (not university sponsored)
D Independent reading (books, articles, etc.)
D Other (Please list)



Please rate the following statements.
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Not at Somewhat Mostly Very
all

Our school is physically accessible to people
with disabilities.

My classroom is physically accessible to
students with disabilities.

The curriculum is accessible to all students.

Yes No

Are you allowed to provide accommodations to students
who do not have an IEP or 504 plan?

Please rate the following statements.

In my teaching, I provide accommodations for. ..

Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

class assignments

class tests

district tests

state tests



If appropriate, I allow any student...
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Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

extra time to complete assignments

extra time to complete tests

to complete tests in alternate settings

to respond to assignments in a variety of
ways/formats

to respond to test questions in a variety of
ways/formats

to take alternate forms of tests

Never A few Monthly Weekly
imes per (or more

year frequently)

I use technology to support instruction

I use technology in the following ways... (Check all that apply). [LOGIC CHAIN]

D Presenting lessons
[] Grading/report cards
D Word processing students assignments
D Word processing students tests
D Creating/Maintaining class web site
D Browsing the internet for lesson plans
D Collaborating with others online (chat, message boards, etc.)
D Other (Please describe)



My students use technology for the following class-related purposes... (Check all that
apply). [LOGIC CHAIN]

o Completing assignments
o Making presentations
o Taking tests
o Doing research (using CD-ROMs or software)
o Browsing the internet
[] Collaborating with others online (chat, message boards, etc.)
o Other (Please describe)

The statements on each of the next four pages refer to designing and administering
assessments. Please select very true, somewhat true, somewhat false, or very false for
each statement.

Please rate each of the following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

For accountability assessments (e.g., state or
district tests), the population of students tested
does not need to include every student

Limiting the population of students to be
tested is never appropriate.

Accommodations (e.g., having test directions
read aloud, writing directly in test booklet,
testing in small group, breaks during testing,
etc.) increase access to assessments

One way to reduce bias in testing is to
examine whether any test items are more
difficult for students from different subgroups



Please rate each of the following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

There is no need to provide additional test
accommodations for tests that are universally-
designed

Readability is often calculated by considering
sentence length and number of difficult words,
under the assumption that shorter sentences
and easier words make text more readable

Students with different abilities and skills
should have the opportunity to demonstrate
proficiency on the same content

A well-designed assessment measures the
intended target skills and concepts

Please rate each of the following statements.

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

'Construct' refers to what a student needs to
be able to do in order to complete a test item

The usefulness of test results is improved
when test items are carefully developed and
reviewed for bias

Readability of a test is not affected by
students' previous experiences, achievement,
and interests

Legibility refers to the capability of being
deciphered with ease



Please rate each of the following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

Clearly defined constructs (including the
content, intent and purpose ofthe assessment)
promote accurate decisions based on student
performance

Understanding test instructions and
procedures is not dependent on a student's
experience, knowledge, or current
concentration level

Illustrations do not complicate the use of
assistive technology (including magnifiers,
enlargement, etc.)

It is possible to write a disorganized text, full
of incomprehensible sentences and still obtain
a good readability score

Please rate each of the following statements.

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

Legibility applies only to text

A goal of universal design is to facilitate the
use of appropriate accommodations

Providing simplified instructions to students
who cannot understand how they need to
respond invalidates a test

When planning or evaluating test directions
and procedures, it is important to consider
whether or not students are able to work
independently through a test



About you...

Which best describes your current teaching role?

o Preservice/Student Teacher/Intern
o Teacher (grades K-8)
o University Instructor/Faculty
o Researcher (not university-affiliated)

Which of the following best describes your schools community?

o Rural
o Suburban
DUrban

What grade(s) do you currently teach? (Select all that apply).

OK
01
02
o 3
04
o 5
06
o 7
o 8

Which subjects do you currently teach? (Select all that apply).

o Elementary (aIVmultiple subjects - continue to next question)
o Special Education
o Language Arts
o Mathematics
o History/Social Studies
o Science
o Health/Physical Education
o Arts (Visual, Performing)
o Foreign Language
o Other (Please list)

1__-
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Which of the following best describe your credential? (Select all that apply).

o General Education
o Special Education
o Mild/Moderate Disabilities
o Moderate/Severe Disabilities
o Early Childhood
o ELL Endorsement (CLAD, BCLAD, etc.)
o Elementary/Multiple Subjects
o Secondary/Single Subject
o If single subject, please list subject endorsements

How many years have you taught (including this year)?

Please complete the following (up to highest degree earned).

Bachelors Major

Bachelors Minor

Masters Degree

Doctoral Degree

116



Are you... (please check one)

D Hispanic, regardless of race
D Black, not of Hispanic origin
D White, not of Hispanic origin
D Asian or Pacific Islander
D American Indian or Alaskan Native
D Biracial/multiracial
D Decline to state
D Other

Is English your first (native) language? (Please check one).

DYes
D No
D Decline to state

Are you... (Please check one).

D Female
D Male
D Decline to state

117
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APPENDIXG

PART I CONTACT INFORMATION FORM

Thank you for completing Part 1 of this survey! As a token of my gratitude for your time
and effort, I would like to compensate you with a $10 Amazon gift Card.

Please complete the following contact information to receive your gift card.

**Please note: This information is not connected in any way to your survey responses,
and will be kept separate from survey response data on a secure server until the
completion of this research (anticipated completion: June 2010).

Name

I prefer to receive my gift card via: [LOGIC CHAIN]

o Email
o Mail

Email Address

Mailing Address



APPENDIXH

TK-UDA PART II
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INTRODUCTION: (Including informed consent letter)

Thank you for your interest in participating in this study!

I am interested in teacher knowledge of test accessibility issues. To research this, I have
designed a survey that will help me better understand what teachers know about
assessment accessibility issues through the application of seven universal design for
assessment (UDA) principles. The proposed use of the measure for this study is to
describe teachers' knowledge of UDA and provide initial evidence for its usefulness in
identifying training and professional development needs.

Universal design is a concept rooted in architecture and product design; at its core is the
belief that products and environments can be designed "to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design" (Center
for Universal Design, 2008, ,-r 1). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends this
concept to address issues of accessibility within assessment systems (Thompson,
Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002).

To participate, you are asked to complete a two-part survey. Part 1 includes items that
address your experience working with students of various abilities and backgrounds,
true/false statements about test accessibility, and basic demographic information. It is
expected that Part 1 will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. Part 2 contains six
items for which you are asked to rate the accessibility of a test scenario given seven
criteria (elements of Universal Design for Assessment), and two items for which you are
asked to provide suggestions to improve the given scenario. It is expected that Part 2 will
take approximately 20-25 minutes to complete.

Your participation is voluntary. Your decision to participate will not affect your
relationship with the school or district. If you decide to participate, you are free to
withdraw your consent and discontinue participation at any time without penalty.

If you don't wish to participate, simply do not complete the survey. Responses will be
anonymous; data will be compiled using a random identification code. Completing and
submitting the surveys indicates your agreement to participate.

The potential risks are minimal, as we make sure no one has access to your responses.
Your random identification number will be linked to your email address on a secure
server, in a location separate from survey response data. You will be compensated for
your participation in the study and will be entered in a drawing. For your participation,
you will receive a $10 Amazon gift card. In addition, you will be entered in a drawing for
one of four iPod shuffles. Your compensation will be sent within 2 weeks of the
anticipated survey completion date. Drawing items will also be sent at that time.
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If you have any questions about the study, please contact me at:
Elisa Jamgochian
Email: ejamgoch@uoregon.edu
Phone: 714-335-9195

Or, you may contact my advisor at:
Paul Yovanoff, Ph.D.
Phone: (541) 346-1495

If you have questions regarding your rights as a research subject, contact the Office for
Protection of Human Subjects, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403, (541) 346
2510. This Office oversees the review of the research to protect your rights and is not
involved with this study. Thank you for your interest and help with my dissertation study!
I appreciate your participation and time.

Sincerely, Elisa Jamgochian

Footer (on each page of measure): Please click here to email Elisa Jamgochian if you
have any questions regarding this survey.
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Participant ID #

Introduction:

Universal design is a concept rooted in architecture and product design; at its core is the
belief that products and environments can be designed "to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design" (Center
for Universal Design, 2008, ~ 1). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends this
concept to address issues of accessibility within assessment systems (Thompson,
Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002).

Directions:

For the following items, please indicate whether or not the test scenario and item
presented are accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment given.
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DIRECTIONS: Given the information in the following scenario, please indicate whether
or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based on elements of
Universal Design for Assessment.

Click YES if a positive example of the element is given within the scenario
Click NO if a negative (poor) example of the element is given within the scenario
Click N/A if the element is not present in the scenario (it is not applicable)

Setting: Each incoming kindergarten student at ABC School is screened prior to the start
of the school year to assess hislher school readiness. A portion of the test is presented
below. The teacher reads the test directions aloud and provides clarification to support
student understanding.

Write your name in this box.

Point to each letter and say its name.

a

m

s

t
r

Yes No N/A

Are the instructions and procedures simple, clear, & intuitive?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum readability &
comprehensibility?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum legibility?

Does the scenario represent inclusive assessment practices?

Is the construct being measured by this test/item precisely defined?

Are the test items accessible and non-biased?

Is the test amenable to accommodations?
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DIRECTIONS: Given the information in the following scenario, please indicate whether
or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based on elements of
Universal Design for Assessment.

Click YES if a positive example of the element is given within the scenario
Click NO if a negative (poor) example of the element is given within the scenario
Click N/A if the element is not present in the scenario (it is not applicable)

Setting: Each trimester, all second grade students at ABC School, except English
Language Learners with less than one year in English Language instruction, are assessed
to measure their progress in reading fluency. This is a timed, individually administered
test. The teacher may read the directions aloud to each student.

Read the following excerpt aloud.

~ (U('A{.! '7<t tk (.M(Hrtr, docc ~ tt.e kg.4 'UJ4d, $O(X( a {4wtk«CCi

f:<.-'"t4aM;«'« 4aue /J4dUd ~ emd dfXlt it~{ 7k1C (Md a tittle

jl)«,tC'l 9a,d«t w«B ,fJaiitted U<OIJ4«t /Ja{i<t9J i<t t1O'tt 01 it: d,,& &r «tM a

ditd, O<t it4 {'Wi!k 9~fXIt &a.tk 9'ff!U< a C</«e daidif: tk «tit d4«e ad

w/VU«fif ad 6~#f «/J~<t it ad Ole the m49<ti{i«<tt 9a1tU.t {C~, 4<td

tJet4t.J'l.C it tli~Wed U<df. O-x fflo'lV.i"'"9 it 4ad ij«ite o/J~. a«d itd tittie

4<tow-wMte ftetaw dtc(X(~ tk IfdtoU< «<tNe. Mtc tk ~aifd althl:

Yes No N/A

Are the instructions and procedures simple, clear, & intuitive?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum readability &
comprehensibility?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum legibility?

Does the scenario represent inclusive assessment practices?

Is the construct being measured by this test/item precisely defined?

Are the test items accessible and non-biased?

Is the test amenable to accommodations?
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DIRECTIONS: Given the information in the following scenario, please indicate whether
or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based on elements of
Universal Design for Assessment.

Click YES if a positive example of the element is given within the scenario
Click NO if a negative (poor) example ofthe element is given within the scenario
Click N/A if the element is not present in the scenario (it is not applicable)

Setting: All fourth grade students participate in the district's Spring writing assessment.
Students are asked to respond to a verbal/written prompt. Responses are scored for
content, grammar, and organization. Students may use a dictionary or electronic
translator and may write or type their responses.

~)(~,w _

"l~a.. wJf fHW". 45 m"'''J.,,, t",I<UI· a.nc ~~i,k ~.t "'~JU"1<lA'- 10 tJ\",

j.Jf"'iIi"'S JHamp.l. "~au ma~ tiM. a akli<N1.Q1l~ <M. 1......."'•.1<1,,,", a"w ~'.

mat] cf~~ tc ,ui.!.,. (lot l~~ ~H, ~~. ~jall~ 1>001£. \~& g~ Ga...,a

au tf"" «IIJ..A.t, o/.UflUUU1. u.na a~I'5"fu>n ,{ ~j-Un<. M~f'O\\.Q""

"ll'\m,lt~ ~~~; "1D...a.,. u. a-:..ij>lWft of a4}, l<t...w..l1im,. tfL<J1~

&'-lil f......l<U,htul

--------------: ..
.~ .------

.----',.
..---~~

Yes No N/A

Are the instructions and procedures simple, clear, & intuitive?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum readability &
comprehensibility?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum legibility?

Does the scenario represent inclusive assessment practices?

Is the construct being measured by this test/item precisely defined?

Are the test items accessible and non-biased?

Is the test amenable to accommodations?
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DIRECTIONS: Given the information in the following scenario, please indicate whether
or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based on elements of
Universal Design for Assessment.

Click YES if a positive example of the element is given within the scenario
Click NO if a negative (poor) example ofthe element is given within the scenario
Click N/A if the element is not present in the scenario (it is not applicable)

Setting: Each sixth grade student is assessed in math prior to his/her placement in a
middle school math course. Students may answer directly on the test document and use
scratch paper, manipulatives and/or calculators to solve problems. A portion of the test is
presented below.

Name _

1. I am a number. To find out what I am you must
take all of the digits in the largest four digit number
and add them together. Divide that number by the
minimum U.S. voting age and multiply the answer by
itself. Take that number and divide it by the number
of quarts in a gallon. Add the result to Hie number of
items in a gross. Now you know what I am! What
number am I?

Yes No N/A

Are the instructions and procedures simple, clear, & intuitive?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum readability &
comprehensibility?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum legibility?

Does the scenario represent inclusive assessment practices?

Is the construct being measured by this test/item precisely defined?

Are the test items accessible and non-biased?

Is the test amenable to accommodations?
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DIRECTIONS: Given the information in the following scenario, please indicate whether
or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based on elements of
Universal Design for Assessment.

Click YES if a positive example of the element is given within the scenario
Click NO if a negative (poor) example of the element is given within the scenario
Click N/A if the element is not present in the scenario (it is not applicable)

Setting: Middle school biology students participate in the districts general science
assessment. The test is meant to assess students' knowledge of biology, chemistry, and
physics, and contains multiple choice and short answer response formats. A portion of the
test is presented below.

Ncw.,'.e _

----,-----
.----

.... _~ -- -----

Yes No N/A

Are the instructions and procedures simple, clear, & intuitive?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum readability &
comprehensibility?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum legibility?

Does the scenario represent inclusive assessment practices?

Is the construct being measured by this test/item precisely defined?

Are the test items accessible and non-biased?

Is the test amenable to accommodations?
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DIRECTIONS: Given the information in the following scenario, please indicate whether
or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based on elements of
Universal Design for Assessment.

Click YES if a positive example ofthe element is given within the scenario
Click NO if a negative (poor) example of the element is given within the scenario
Click N/A ifthe element is not present in the scenario (it is not applicable)

Setting: Today, students in Mrs. Nelson's third grade reading group will be given a test to
measure reading comprehension. Students are allowed to use a guide (e.g., a bookmark or
blank sheet of paper) to follow along as they read. The teacher may not read any part of
the test, including directions, to students.

t\jame _

Directions' Circle the letter that corresponds to your answer. You
might circle more than one letter to answer each question, Read
each story carefully and answer the questions that follow.

I. Peter went fo the baseball museum wfth his grandfather. They

saw the Baseball Hall of Fame. Peter found Q picture 01 his

favorite player. For lunch. he ate food that is often sold at

baseball garnes, His favorite vvQS fhe apple pie!

What other food did Peter eat?

a. Hotdog

b. Peanuts

c. Burrito

d. Ice cream

Yes No N/A

Are the instructions and procedures simple, clear, & intuitive?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum readability &
comprehensibility?

Does the test/item demonstrate maximum legibility?

Does the scenario represent inclusive assessment practices?

Is the construct being measured by this test/item precisely defined?

Are the test items accessible and non-biased?

Is the test amenable to accommodations?
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For the next two scenarios, please describe how you would revise the test setting,
directions, and items to improve accessibility.

DIRECTIONS: Please describe how you would revise this scenario (the setting,
directions, and test item) to improve its accessibility.

Setting: Mr. Martin administers the district's 5th grade benchmark math assessment to his
students each trimester. Students complete the test without help from their teacher or
peers, and they are not allowed to use a calculator. They may write directly on the test,
but need to transcribe their answers onto a scantron. A portion of the test is presented
below.

Name _

Directions: Fill in the bubble on your scantron that matches your
answer. You may write on the test. but you may not use a
calculator.

The Riddler has left a due for Batman to follow at the scene of
each crime. These are the clues that Batman has found:

• There is a J in the thousands place.
• The digit in the tens place is 9 times the digit in the thousands

place.
• Multiply the digit in the thousands place by 2.
• The digit in the ones place is a hand without 0 thumb.
• The digit in the hundreds is 21ess than the number in the tens.

Solve the riddle to tind the number and help Batman stop the
Riddler.

0) 19224
b) 29724

Setting

Directions

Test Item
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DIRECTIONS: Please describe how you would revise this scenario (the setting,
directions, and test items) to improve its accessibility.

Setting: ELL students in Mrs. Angeli's 7th grade class are given brief weekly reading
comprehension assessments. Students read the passage and answer the questions that
follow, using evidence to support their answers as needed. Students write directly on the
paper. Students have 10 minutes to read each passage and respond to the questions.

A",Clittl'l: 18 ",ieeiolt tlcdll uvdAoI!llelS 'tllt/"ll .lIt ''''''''lfe G,M!"'tt" oj S1.1'16+ OtlSt
Y""" 71J.0 tl>St lit Ifttol(lf:t tlfll{ Jeos 'lHc0J4HtOl{ to "'Ole tAtlft 51.000 Jot Mo typietM! (1"{lIet.
31 Y"'- i"'St saitl, "8~{qct • wltat IJl4j{iJd'l••y~ /lHc:.w wlJ.ttl 3 ",etut. 7114tIJ. I;;. Ht<>t;t 01 "'S

flU 011 gpelldiHIJ sprees Ito", ti",c to II",e. &<1. wAcII powet sll.oppi"iJ uctlte;; tll.c
lee~oll oj I:IfUC;;;;. /11'(111 lIS lledts spi",e out oj C(.lIt/oe, it a,'S ttoUIHtC a wealfHCSS.
$0"'0 6Gvi0J4G s/tJftS tl«lI SPCltl"OfttJ is olft of cofttloll IftCO~I(fHc..q;HIJ HfiI'JHcMHc ptlYHceHis
0" yo..1 Cf4tlit ttl/lis. tato Ices, GOMHUld dt~. O.ldi 01 'I G..d",et Wltldoss lJl sl!eop OIlCt
HcOIleY worlieg.

A/tl>Wef tlJ.eiJl'f"stio~ "'S/""" ill/ol""ttioft 1'011( tile ptlltltJIaplt. (jille 4/t4llcHilc II ""'lIlcd.

1. How lI('lHY pcopte ilt Alltcliw lI""e Clcdit Ulltls? 0,. Mc 'Wt!Itl4Jt! /low lItucA llo tlley
pl4 Oft Mell "",ds? .

!. WAtli IMlcdc,; Y"'- 1It"Y ill.' ,;ll.oppilVj IItOI" tIl.tIH yOI4 slkll4t?,l?

3. D(J yo.. Joot tIS II tAc tU4fAOt IItt'Y leel! tA,1t glJ.oppilVj is O",{ 101 Ol4t Il.CtliJtlt" €xpO,li",

+. JfllJ.y lfid lcttyS 1It0Ht qive Jerry two /et! ue'lHf stUttlwidt,,;;? .. - - _.--
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Setting

Directions

Test Item



APPENDIX I

PART II CONTACT INFORMATION FORM

Thank you for completing Part 2 of this survey! Please complete the following contact
information to be entered in a drawing to receive one of four iPod Shuffles.

**Please note: This information is not connected in any way to your survey responses,
and will be kept separate from survey response data on a secure server until the
completion of this research (anticipated completion: June 2010).

Name

Email Address

Mailing Address
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TK-UDA PART I INTERNAL REVIEW FORM
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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for reviewing this measure!

The purpose of the measure of Teacher Knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment
(TK-UDA) is to evaluate teachers' knowledge oftest accessibility issues through their
application of the seven elements ofUDA. In general, the measure's content is based
upon and derived from federal acts and regulations (e.g., USDE: NCLB, 2001; IDEA,
2004), technical reports (e.g., Thompson, Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002) and standards for
fair, accurate and accessible tests (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999) to reflect a
continuum/depth of knowledge.

The measure is comprised of two parts:

Part 1:
• Background Knowledge: Familiarity with federal acts and regulations related to

accessibility, experiences working with students of various abilities and
backgrounds, provisions for allowing student accommodations, and uses of
technology.

• Declarative Knowledge: Statements reflect declarative (factual) knowledge ofthe
elements of UDA. The content for these statements is based upon descriptions of
each of the seven elements found in current research.

• Demographic Information: e.g., grades, subjects, and years taught, educational
background

Part 2:
• Applied Knowledge: Six scenarios provide a description of a test setting and a

sample student test item. For each scenario, participants evaluate the context (test
setting and sample item) for accessibility using the seven UDA elements as their
criteria. All student test items included in the scenarios are actual test items
obtained from tests or student study materials available online. Participants are
also presented with two additional scenarios for which they are asked to describe
how they would revise the scenario to improve its accessibility in relation to test
setting, directions, and sample item.

Part 1 of the TK-UDA is presented in its entirety on the following pages. On each page,
there is a box for Reviewer Comments. Please provide any feedback that would help to
improve the content and clarity of the items/measure.

Thanks again! I appreciate your time and support! -Elisa

Footer (on each page of review): Please click here to email Elisa Jamgochian if you have
any questions regarding this survey.



Reviewer Initials

Please rate each of the following statements.

I am familiar with...

134

Not at A little Mostly Very
all

the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

the ADA Standards for Accessible Design

the concept of Universal Design (in general)

the concept of Universal Design for
Learningiinstruction

the concept of Universal Design for Assessment

Reviewer Comments



Please rate each of the following statements.

I have experience teaching...

135

None A little Some A lot

students with physical disabilities

students with learning disabilities

English Language Learners

students who are economically disadvantaged

Reviewer Comments



Please rate the following statements.
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Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

I participate in IEP meetings.

I attend student support team meetings.

I participate in training related to working with...

Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

Students with physical disabilities

Students with learning disabilities

English Language Learners

Economically disadvantaged students

Reviewer Comments



What type(s) of training? (Check all that apply).

o Professional Development Workshop
o College/University course
o Online course (not university sponsored)
o Read books or articles
o Other (Please list)

I'---__-----l

*Note: this item is chained based on participants' responses to previous item.

Reviewer Comments

Please rate the following statements.
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Not at Somewhat Fairly Very
all

Our school is physically accessible to people
with disabilities.

My classroom is physically accessible to students
with disabilities.

The curriculum is accessible to all students.

Reviewer Comments



Please rate the following statements.

I provide accommodations for...
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Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

Class assignments

Class tests

District tests

I State tests

I allow any student...

Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

extra time to complete assignments

extra time to complete tests

to complete tests in alternate settings

to respond to assignments in a variety of
ways/formats

to respond to test questions in a variety of
ways/formats

to take alternate forms of tests

Reviewer Comments
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Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

I use technology to support instruction

Reviewer Comments

I use technology in the following ways... (Check all that apply).

D Presenting lessons
D Grading/report cards
D Word processing students assignments
D Word processing student tests
D Creating/Maintaining class web site
D Browsing internet for lesson plans
D Collaborating with others online (chat, message boards, etc.)
D My students use computers to complete assignments
D My students use computers to take tests
D My students use technology resources (Internet, CD-ROM, etc.) for research
D Other (Please describe)

I I

*Note: this item is chained based on participants' responses to previous item.

Reviewer Comments



Please select true or false for each of the following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

For accountability assessments (e.g., state or
district tests), the target population does not need
to include every student

It is never appropriate to limit the population of
students to be tested

One way to reduce bias in testing is to examine
whether any test items are more difficult for
students from different subgroups

There is no need to provide additional test
accommodations for tests that are universally-
designed

Readability is often calculated by considering
sentence length and number of difficult words,
under the assumption that shorter sentences and
easier words make text more readable

Reviewer Comments



Please select true or false for each of the following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

Students with different abilities and skills should
have the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency
on the same content

A well-designed assessment measures the
intended target skills and concepts

Accommodations increase access to assessments

'Construct' refers to what a student needs to be
able to do in order to complete a test item

Careful item development and reviews of item
bias improve the validity of test results

Reviewer Comments



Please select true or false for each of the following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

Readability is not affected by students' previous
experiences, achievement, and interests

Legibility refers to the capability of being
deciphered with ease

Clearly defined constructs promote accurate
decisions based on student performance

Understanding test instructions and procedures is
not dependent on a student's experience,
knowledge, or current concentration level

Illustrations do not complicate the use of
assistive technology (including magnifiers,
enlargement, etc.).

Reviewer Comments



Please select true or false for each of the following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

It is possible to write a disorganized text, full of
incomprehensible sentences and still obtain a
good readability score

Legibility applies only to text

A goal of universal design is to facilitate the use
of the appropriate accommodations

Simplified instructions invalidate a test taken by
students who cannot understand how they need to
respond

An important consideration regarding test
directions procedures is whether or not students
are able to work independently through a test

Reviewer Comments



About you...

Which best describes your current teaching role?

o Preservice/Student Teacher
o Teacher (grades K-8)
o University Instructor/Faculty

*Note: this item is chained based on participants' responses (e.g., Preservice teachers
skip ahead to the item re: educational background).

Reviewer Comments

Which of the following best describes your schools' community?

o Rural
o Suburban
DUrban

Reviewer Comments
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What grades do you currently teach? (Select all that apply).

OK
01
02
o 3
04
o 5
06
o 7
o 8

Reviewer Comments

Which of the following best describe your credential? (Select all that apply).

o General Education
o Special Education
o Mild/Moderate Disabilities
o Moderate/Severe Disabilities
o Elementary/Multiple Subject
o Secondary/Single Subject
o If single subject, please list subject endorsements

Reviewer Comments
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Which subjects do you currently teach? (Select all that apply).

o Elementary (all subjects - continue to next question)
o Language Arts
o Mathematics
o History/Social Studies
o Science
o Health/Physical Education
o Arts (Visual, Performing)
o Foreign Language
o Other (Please list)

Reviewer Comments

How many years have you taught (including this year)?

Reviewer Comments
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Please complete the following (up to highest degree earned).

Bachelors Major

Bachelors Minor

Masters Major

Doctorate Major

Reviewer Comments

Are you... (please check one)

D Hispanic, regardless of race
D Black, not of Hispanic origin
o White, not of Hispanic origin
o Asian or Pacific Islander
o American Indian or Alaskan Native
D Biracial/multiracial
[] Decline to state
D Other

Reviewer Comments
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Is English your first (native) language? (Please check one).

DYes
D No
D Decline to state

Reviewer Comments

Are you... (Please check one).

D Female
D Male
D Decline to state

Reviewer Comments

Any additional comments/suggestions?
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Section

2

3

Reviewer 1

these are perfect!

excellent

For the second question,
I'm wondering if you
want to place a time
limit on when the
training took place or
takes place. For instance
- I have participated in
training in the past year
related to working
with...

Reviewer 2

do you want to quantify
the 'teaching'. For
example, 'in the last 5
years, I have experience
teaching... '

On the "participate" do
you want to specify a
time range, such as
"within the past year, I
have participated... ".
Just a suggestion
because someone could
have participated 10
years ago and still call it
participation. Or you
could make your 1-4
ratings related to time
such as I-not within the
past 5 years; 4-multiple
times within a year

For workshop, do you
want to ask who
sponsored it? For
example, I remember
attending "free"
workshops offered by
publishers that were just
a sales pitch instead of
university sponsored or
district sponsored. Not
sure if this would make
things too complicated.

Reviewer 3
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Section Reviewer 1 Reviewer 2
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Reviewer 3

4 I like the additional
information this will
capture.

5

6

7

Great questions.

I like this
accommodations
section.

Nice detail.

Do you want to ask for
more information?
Perhaps this should
come at the end of the
survey?

On the "any student"
question, you may want
to ask a question about
the legal climate. Such
as, are you able to
provide accommodations
to students who do not
have an IEP. Someone
may answer no to all of
these questions but it
isn't because they don't
believe in it, but because
they aren't allowed.

Do you want to specify
types of technology?

Perhaps 'mostly' in place
of 'fairly'

,Word processing
students assignments' I
think should read: Word
processing students'
assignments same for
students' tests

Browsing [the] internet

I would separate the 'I
use technology in the
following ways' and then
add 'My students use
technology in the
following ways' setting
apart the last 'my
students' responses



Section

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Reviewer 1

The true/false questions
will provide you with
excellent data.

Reviewer 2

The readability question
seems a bit out of place.
And it is a contentious
issue. Do you need it?

Ask some folks about
the wording of these. I
got stumped with "it is
never appropriate ... ". It
just sounds funny to me.

Also, the wording of #3
is a bit funny to me.

152

Reviewer 3

Directions should be
consistent with response
options (very true,
somewhat true, .,.

same as prevIOUS
comment about
directions

same

'An important
consideration regarding
test directions
procedures is whether or
not students are able to
work independently
through a test'

Phrase 'test directions
procedures' is awkward.
Consider rewording

I must have missed that
you are targeting K-8
dismiss previous
comment

Multiple subject[s]



Section

15

16

17 -20

Additional
Comments/
Suggestions

Reviewer 1

[no comments]

I like it. Well done!

Reviewer 2

153

Reviewer 3

Perhaps this question
could come before the

last providing a
definition of your use
of the term 'subject'

as a certified teacher or
taught at all, for

example tutor? might
want to clarify the use

of the term 'taught'
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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for reviewing this measure!

The purpose of the measure of Teacher Knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment
(TK-UDA) is to evaluate teachers' knowledge of test accessibility issues through their
application of the seven elements ofUDA. In general, the measure's content is based
upon and derived from federal acts and regulations (e.g., USDE: NCLB, 2001; IDEA,
2004), technical reports (e.g., Thompson, Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002) and standards for
fair, accurate and accessible tests (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999) to reflect a
continuum/depth of knowledge.

The measure is comprised of two parts:

Part 1:
• Background Knowledge: Familiarity with federal acts and regulations related to

accessibility, experiences working with students of various abilities and
backgrounds, provisions for allowing student accommodations, and uses of
technology.

• Declarative Knowledge: Statements reflect declarative (factual) knowledge of the
elements ofUDA. The content for these statements is based upon descriptions of
each of the seven elements found in current research.

• Demographic Information: e.g., grades, subjects, and years taught, educational
background

Part 2:
• Applied Knowledge: Six scenarios provide a description of a test setting and a

sample student test item. For each scenario, participants evaluate the context (test
setting and sample item) for accessibility using the seven UDA elements as their
criteria. All student test items included in the scenarios are actual test items
obtained from tests or student study materials available online. Participants are
also presented with two additional scenarios for which they are asked to describe
how they would revise the scenario to improve its accessibility in relation to test
setting, directions, and sample item.

Part 2 ofthe TK-UDA is presented in its entirety on the following pages. On each page,
there is a box for Reviewer Comments. Please provide any feedback that would help to
improve the content and clarity of the items/measure.

Thanks again! I appreciate your time and support! -Elisa
Footer (on each page of review): Please click here to email Elisa Jamgochian if you have
any questions regarding this survey.
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Reviewer Initials

Introduction:

Universal design is a concept rooted in architecture and product design; at its core is the
belief that products and environments can be designed "to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design" (Center
for Universal Design, 2008, ,-r 1). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends this
concept to address issues of accessibility within assessment systems (Thompson,
Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002).

Directions:

For the following items, please indicate whether or not the test scenario and item
presented are accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment given.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).
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Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based
on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Each incoming kindergarten student at ABC School is screened prior to the start
ofthe school year to assess hislher school readiness. The teacher reads the test directions
aloud and provides clarification to support student understanding.

Write your name in this box.

Point to each letter and say its name.

a

m

s

t
r

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
PreciselY Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations

Reviewer Comments
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Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based
on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Each trimester, all second grade students at ABC School, except English
Language Learners with less than one year in English Language instruction, are assessed
to measure their progress in reading fluency. This is a timed, individually administered
test. The teacher may read the directions aloud to each student.

Read the following excerpt aloud.

1txu U"Jt~! '/« the co««'Puj. dOde 4 tltc iujlt 'load. dt<J()(f/ a lalzm6J««:

/tC'fM.,ftC «<I« kMe pa~4ed 4 a"a <leiM it (j<J«'Z<ldl. 74e'Ic Wad a (<<tie

110we'l 9a~ wid f:4i«tcd tII<Jad~ f:4{ir-9<l {g 1'Uw.( 06 (f: do« &., «144 d

aitek. I#f it4 I'ICdlt 9'1eClt ~«4 9'1CW a tittle daliJf{: t4c 4«1t ,fflI#fC M

wa'l11J6; affli(/.~ «jt<J1t it M 0'1 tlw l1J49't'tlc.ev.t 94meu 61_4. alta

tb:eto'!e it theWed wei{. OK<! <110~ (f lead Fe ofle«ed. Ma ita fltde

(JttoW - wltite jzeta(4 <JftJod WW1d t4e IfC(ft.wt ~.r:e, €tRe tM 14f(<J 0b tM

4«tt • ••

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations

Reviewer Comments
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Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based
on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: All fourth grade students participate in the district's Spring writing assessment.
Students are asked to respond to a verbal/written prompt. Responses are scored for
content, grammar, and organization. Students may use a dictionary or translator and may
write or type their responses. '

S)L.... _

"'0OtI ,«if 'Ia.w 45 mitLllte<> fa 'pia., (l,11C .««.e ~'4: WdjW'U)-" ta tfw

J<J,ff<J,'~"'S' .f«'tf~.t. "111m m~ '1M- a <lidWf\.(\.{" M t'UUUifuJ.,yt, {mil ~~uu.

{lW~J C!IO,OO.<" to '~A,a<" ('A t1j1e ~LI «!<ljlO'IM. "lJam, <\C(J4:<', ,«if I\..,.~..a
,It\ tft.., {"1I1M.IA" ~a(fl'lU1.~, <JAW ""j'l"ijUJ...", ,4 ~()"'4: .~ltIM"

11\~ ~M{'P't; "U'\tt" a ik~ijJw.\ 4<U\. «t~..r'<J,!l tfuu .rot,fa
t........ft fu«nQul«,J.

--------------,/

-----

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations

Reviewer Comments
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Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based
on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Each sixth grade student is assessed in math prior to hislher placement in a
middle school math course. Students may answer directly on the test document and use
scratch paper, manipulatives and/or calculators to solve problems.

t4ame _

1. I am a number. To find out what I am you must
take all of the digits in the largest four digit number
and add them together. Divide that number by the
minimum U.S. voting age and multiply the answer by
itself. Take that number and divide it by the number
of qUOl"ts in a gallon. Add the result to HIe number of
items in a gross. Nov\! you know what I aml What
number am I?

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations

Reviewer Comments
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Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based
on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Middle School biology students participate in the state general science
assessment. The test is meant to assess students' knowledge of biology, chemistry, and
physics, and contains multiple choice and short answer response formats.

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations

Reviewer Comments
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Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are accessible, based
on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Today, students in Mrs. Nelson's third grade reading group will be given a test to
measure reading comprehension. Students are allowed to use a guide to follow along. The
teacher may not read any part of the test, including directions, to students.

Hame _

Directions: Circle the letter that corresponds to your answer. You
might circle more than one letter to ansvver each question. Read
each story carefully and ansvv'er the quesfions that follow.

I. Pefer went to fhe baseball museum wifh his grandfafher. They

saw the Baseball Hall of Fame. Pefer found a picture of his

fal/orite player. For lunch. he afe food thaf is offen sold af

baseball games. His favorife was the apple pie!

What other food did Pefer eat?

a. Hot dog

b. Peanufs

c. Burrito

d. Ice cream

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations

Reviewer Comments
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Please describe how you would revise this scenario (the setting, directions, and test item)
to improve its accessibility.

Setting: Mr. Martin administers the district's 5th grade benchmark math assessment to his
students each trimester. Students complete the test without help from their teacher or
peers, and they are not allowed to use a calculator. They may write directly on the test,
but need to transcribe their answers onto a scantron.

r'~ame _

Directions: Fill ir, the bubble on your scantron that matches your
answer. You may write on the test. but you may not use a
calculator.

The Riddler has left a clue for Batman to follow at the scene of
each crime. These are the clues that Batman has found:

• There is a 1 in the thousand~place.
• The digit in the tens place is 9 times the digit in the thousands

place.
• Multiply the digit in the thousands place by 2.
• The digit in the ones place is a hand without a thumb.
• The digit in the hundreds is 2 lessfhan the number in the tens.

Solve the riddle to find the nurnber and help Batman stop the
Riddler

0) 19224
bJ 29724

Setting

Directions

Test Item

Reviewer Comments

.. -,.-,"

.-----
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Please describe how you would revise this scenario (the setting, directions, and test
items) to improve its accessibility.

Setting: ELL students in Mrs. Angeli's 7th grade class are given brief weekly reading
comprehension assessments. Students read the passage and answer the questions that
follow, using evidence to support their answers as needed. Students write directly on the
paper. Students have 10 minutes to read each passage and respond to the questions.

N i""C .. .__._.. . ..•. _..

AHlc,IM'S 18 HlUJe;ble c,edlt ro,.Moedllrs emrlll.4 aM ttl''''U(fIl dtlOt'ICee 01 S1_~6t, east
'Ie",. 1~.. cost lie jlet",~t tiM lellS ""'0f4Mt,ld tu HlutC tA(lM Sf,ODO lor tlte typic~ dklllJet.
11 yo« Ikf;t st,ht "8...ltpl. wlltll GkdtJd'l.· '10k~_wllill;] HI"Wf- 7".tll ;«. Hf01;I 01 'OS

flO 01< sptllllllHq sp,e't: /roHl 111It" to fl",e. /JI.,1, WAIl'M /'OWet l:lIoppilCtJ ue(l/ll'lI tlLll'
IUe"'SluH 01 f/~eCf;S. ""1l'IC (IS .4"dtf/ f/p/t~ <II<4t 01 wHitoe. it a,1S GI/((lUte tf WQ~IWSS.

$('HlC oDvi0f4S t:19"t: t/ltv flpeHtGj((J ;, ul4l vi wMtrolJ IMCe,..l" Ut'''liHq H\iWHl/4Hl P"YHlCMt,

Ole '1_' ctiltllt eatds. U'lIl/lees, GOl4IfUd cIl/l~. e'''''1l 01 " cJlod'1ct ,utd I!oss 01 s(Jeep (JiIt/,

HlOHCY wo"iet:.

Allj,w"r t~ q..cstlolCf: I4!IIHtJ iH/orHltJt;oM 1,0Hl tAe p'II'''4"."/t 011'11 witle,..,e II HC".4etl.

I. How ""UCY p,wpe" 114 AIIIe,;ell 1I,,,,e ",,,.4It ClIf,ls'! 014 fae '111"""4C 140l.Il Htk&1l .10 lacy
pl4l 014 Mci, uvds'l .

2. '(llltlt iHtlielltet: 'I.... H(''Y Ge t:lfoppiHtJ HtOIC tallM '1010 gl4.oul!d'l

a. Do y-IBd ''5 II tit" AAtlior UttIY leel! til'" slioppiMq Is «JeIli 10' oW Il,,~tll? eXpe.lI14.

Setting

Directions

Test Item

Reviewer Comments



Any additional comments/suggestions?
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Reviewer 1

Reviewer 2

Reviewer 3
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APPENDIXM

TK-UDA PART II INTERNAL REVIEW COMMENTS

These scenarios are very well thought out. You will capture a wide
range of responses, depending upon the familiarity of UDA of the
survey participant. This Part 2 is more challenging for the participant
and will test their integrity related to responding honestly, rather than
clicking to complete the survey. By capturing participants' written
responses though in the scenarios related to changing the assessments
you will force them into greater honesty. You should capture very
good information here on participants' knowledge.

The only confusion that may occur is that the scenarios start off with
some non-examples of universal design and some less-familiar
participants with UDA may not score the items with responses that
reflect their true knowledge. Perhaps putting in the first scenario test
items that use more standard font for example? But, you may have
given more thought to this and have good reasons for the placement
of the scenarios. Overall though, this looks real good.

Set off the directions with adding Directions in bold and perhaps
underlining?

[None]
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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for reviewing this measure!

The purpose of the measure of Teacher Knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment
(TK-UDA) is to evaluate teachers' knowledge oftest accessibility issues through their
application of the seven elements ofUDA. In general, the measure's content is based
upon and derived from federal acts and regulations (e.g., USDE: NCLB, 2001; IDEA,
2004), technical reports (e.g., Thompson, Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002) and standards for
fair, accurate and accessible tests (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999) to reflect a
continuum/depth of knowledge.

The measure is comprised of two parts:

Part 1:
• Background Knowledge: Familiarity with federal acts and regulations related to

accessibility, experiences working with students of various abilities and
backgrounds, provisions for allowing student accommodations, and uses of
technology.

• Declarative Knowledge: Statements reflect declarative (factual) knowledge ofthe
elements of UDA. The content for these statements is based upon descriptions of
each of the seven elements found in current research.

• Demographic Information: e.g., grades, subjects, and years taught, educational
background

Part 2:
• Applied Knowledge: Six scenarios provide a description of a test setting and a

sample student test item. For each scenario, participants evaluate the context (test
setting and sample item) for accessibility using the seven UDA elements as their
criteria. All student test items included in the scenarios are actual test items
obtained from tests or student study materials available online. Participants are
also presented with two additional scenarios for which they are asked to describe
how they would revise the scenario to improve its accessibility in relation to test
setting, directions, and sample item.

Part 1 of the TK-UDA is presented in its entirety on the following pages. On each page,
there is a box for Reviewer Comments. Please provide any feedback that would help to
improve the content and clarity of the items/measure.

Thanks again! I appreciate your time and support! -Elisa
Footer (on each page of review): Please click here to email Elisa Jamgochian if you have
any questions regarding this survey.
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Please rate each of the following statements.

I am familiar with...

169

Not at A little Mostly Very
all

the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act
the ADA Standards for Accessible Design
the concept of Universal Design (in general)
the concept of Universal Design for
Learning/Instruction
the concept of Universal Design for Assessment

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



Please rate each of the following statements.

I have experience teaching...
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None A little Some A lot
students with physical disabilities
students with learning disabilities
English Language Learners
students who are economically disadvantaged

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any ofthe above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



Please rate the following statements.
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Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently
I participate in IEP meetings.
I attend student support team meetings.

I participate in training related to working with...

Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently
Students with physical disabilities
Students with learning disabilities
English Language Learners
Economically disadvantaged students

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

Ifyou selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



What type(s) of training? (Check all that apply).

D Professional Development Workshop
D College/University course
o Online course (not university sponsored)
o Read books or articles
o Other (Please list)

1,-_-

*Note: this item is chained based on participants' responses to previous item.

Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



Please rate the following statements.
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Not at Somewhat Fairly Very
all

Our school is physically accessible to people
with disabilities.
My classroom is physically accessible to students
with disabilities.
The curriculum is accessible to all students.

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



Please rate the following statements.
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I provide accommodations for. .. Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

Class assignments
Class tests
District tests
State tests

allow any student... Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

extra time to complete assignments
extra time to complete tests
to complete tests in alternate settings
to respond to assignments in a variety of
ways/formats
to respond to test questions in a variety of
ways/formats
to take alternate forms of tests

Yes No
Are you able to provide accommodations to students who do not
have an IEP?

Reviewer Rating:
Yes No (Needs

Improvement)
Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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Never Rarely Sometimes Frequently

I use technology to support instruction

I use technology in the following ways... (Check all that apply). *

o Presenting lessons
o Grading/report cards
o Word processing students assignments
o Word processing students tests
o CreatinglMaintaining class web site
o Browsing the internet for lesson plans
o Collaborating with others online (chat, message boards, etc.)
o Other (Please describe)

My students use technology in the following ways... (Check all that apply). *

o Completing assignments
o Presentations
o Taking tests
o Research (using CD-ROMs or software)
o Browsing the internet
o Collaborating with others online (chat, message boards, etc.)
o Other (Please describe)

*Note: this item is chained based on participants' responses to previous item (Sometimes
or Frequently).

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?



If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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Please select very true, somewhat true, somewhat false, or very false for each of the
following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

For accountability assessments (e.g., state or
district tests), the target population does not need
to include every student
Limiting the population of students to be tested is
never appropriate.
One way to reduce bias is to examine whether
any test items are more difficult for students from
different subgroups
There is no need to provide additional test
accommodations for tests that are universally-
designed
Readability is often calculated by considering
sentence length and number of difficult words,
under the assumption that shorter sentences and
easier words make text more readable

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



Please select very true, somewhat true, somewhat false, or very false for each of the
following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

Students with different abilities and skills should
have the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency
on the same content
A well-designed assessment measures the
intended target skills and concepts
Accommodations increase access to assessments
'Construct' refers to what a student needs to be
able to do in order to complete a test item
Careful item development and reviews of item
bias improve the validity of test results

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



Please select very true, somewhat true, somewhat false, or very false for each of the
following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

Readability is not affected by students' previous
experiences, achievement, and interests
Legibility refers to the capability of being
deciphered with ease
Clearly defined constructs promote accurate
decisions based on student performance
Understanding test instructions and procedures is
not dependent on a student's experience,
knowledge, or current concentration level
Illustrations do not complicate the use of
assistive technology (including magnifiers,
enlargement, etc.).

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



Please select very true, somewhat true, somewhat false, or very false for each of the
following statements.
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Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
true true false false

It is possible to write a disorganized text, full of
incomprehensible sentences and still obtain a
good readability score
Legibility applies only to text
A goal of universal design is to facilitate the use
of the appropriate accommodations
Simplified instructions invalidate a test taken by
students who cannot understand how they need to
respond
An important consideration regarding test
directions procedures is whether or not students
are able to work independently through a test

Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Does the scale represent an appropriate range of
behaviors/responses?

IfYOli selected No O\J"eeds Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?



About you...

Which best describes your current teaching role?

D Preservice/Student Teacher
D Teacher (grades K-8)
D University Instructor/Faculty

*Note: this item is chained based on participants' responses (e.g., Preservice teachers
skip ahead to the item re: educational background).

Reviewer Comments

Which of the following best describes your schools' community?

D Rural
D Suburban
DUrban

Reviewer Comments
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What grades do you currently teach? (Select all that apply).

OK
01
02
o 3
04
o 5
o 6
o 7
o 8

Reviewer Comments

Which subjects do you currently teach? (Select all that apply).

o Elementary (all subjects - continue to next question)
o Language Arts
o Mathematics
o History/Social Studies
o Science
o Health/Physical Education
o Arts (Visual, Performing)
o Foreign Language
o Other (Please list)

Reviewer Comments
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Which of the following best describe your credential? (Select all that apply).

D General Education
D Special Education
D Mild/Moderate Disabilities
D Moderate/Severe Disabilities
D Elementary/Multiple Subject
D Secondary/Single Subject
D If single subject, please list subject endorsements

Reviewer Comments

How many years have you taught (including this year)?

Reviewer Comments
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Please complete the following (up to highest degree earned).

Bachelors Major

Bachelors Minor

Masters Major

Doctorate Major

Reviewer Comments

Are you... (please check one)

D Hispanic, regardless of race
D Black, not of Hispanic origin
D White, not of Hispanic origin
D Asian or Pacific Islander
D American Indian or Alaskan Native
D Biracial/multiracial
D Decline to state
D Other

Reviewer Comments
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Is English your first (native) language? (Please check one).

DYes
o No
o Decline to state

Reviewer Comments

Are you... (Please check one).

o Female
o Male
o Decline to state

Reviewer Comments

[~~---
Any additional comments/suggestions?
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TK-UDA PART II EXTERNAL/TEACHER REVIEW FORM
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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for reviewing this measure!

The purpose of the measure of Teacher Knowledge of Universal Design for Assessment
(TK-UDA) is to evaluate teachers' knowledge oftest accessibility issues through their
application of the seven elements ofUDA. In general, the measure's content is based
upon and derived from federal acts and regulations (e.g., USDE: NCLB, 2001; IDEA,
2004), technical reports (e.g., Thompson, Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002) and standards for
fair, accurate and accessible tests (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999) to reflect a
continuum/depth of knowledge.

The measure is comprised of two parts:

Part 1:
• Background Knowledge: Familiarity with federal acts and regulations related to

accessibility, experiences working with students of various abilities and
backgrounds, provisions for allowing student accommodations, and uses of
technology.

• Declarative Knowledge: Statements reflect declarative (factual) knowledge of the
elements of UDA. The content for these statements is based upon descriptions of
each of the seven elements found in current research.

• Demographic Information: e.g., grades, subjects, and years taught, educational
background

Part 2:
• Applied Knowledge: Six scenarios provide a description of a test setting and a

sample student test item. For each scenario, participants evaluate the context (test
setting and sample item) for accessibility using the seven UDA elements as their
criteria. All student test items included in the scenarios are actual test items
obtained from tests or student study materials available online. Participants are
also presented with two additional scenarios for which they are asked to describe
how they would revise the scenario to improve its accessibility in relation to test
setting, directions, and sample item.

Part 2 ofthe TK-UDA is presented in its entirety on the following pages. On each page,
there is a box for Reviewer Comments. Please provide any feedback that would help to
improve the content and clarity of the items/measure.

Thanks again! I appreciate your time and support! -Elisa
Footer (on each page of review): Please click here to email Elisa Jamgochian if you have
any questions regarding this survey.
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Reviewer Initials

Introduction:

Universal design is a concept rooted in architecture and product design; at its core is the
belief that products and environments can be designed "to be usable by all people, to the
greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design" (Center
for Universal Design, 2008, 'J! 1). Universal Design for Assessment (UDA) extends this
concept to address issues of accessibility within assessment systems (Thompson,
Johnstone, & Thurlow, 2002).

Directions:

For the following items, please indicate whether or not the test scenario and item
presented are accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment given.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).
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DIRECTIONS; Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are
accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Each incoming kindergarten student at ABC School is screened prior to the start
of the school year to assess his/her school readiness. The teacher reads the test directions
aloud and provides clarification to support student understanding.

Write your name in this box.

Point to each letter and say its name.

a

m

s

t
r

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations
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Reviewer Rating:

Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Are the response options appropriate?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?

L _
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DIRECTIONS: Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are
accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• Ifthe element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Each trimester, all second grade students at ABC School, except English
Language Learners with less than one year in English Language instruction, are assessed
to measure their progress in reading fluency. This is a timed, individually administered
test. The teacher may read the directions aloud to each student.

Read the following excerpt aloud.

'7tow {wttM! 1" tie C<1«uC".fI. dOi1e 4 de di9h ~44d. ~.tood a 14'Uf1dM«.e:

ft~44ftd fOI4~ juu4Cd 4 ami &1& it IflUrtdel{ 7k1e U!4<! a {It(fc

I{o~ 9a~dlUt w«Ie taiff.ted tIIOOdtM ,t:aliM9d in 'JZ~ttt~ it: doce 4 ~ a

dit(./I. ~ ito fwd 9'lfX« Ui.«k 9'l<XIJ. a (ittfe dtW.~; tk ~~ ~e M

W41fflUt a«d 6~i9dt(f «!"~ it ad ~« tlu: ma9'"6ice«t 9auk« ~"Id. a«d

tl.cr.eto';£ it t4.~Wed«!df. Offe fflO~ it 4.ad C/«ite o./te«ed. ad it4 tittle

~(,l - wMte ftctafc dtMd14UHd tlte 'fd{~w ca-..rte. {ike tM ~¥d ~ the

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations



Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Are the response options appropriate?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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DIRECTIONS: Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are
accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: All fourth grade students participate in the district's Spring writing assessment.
Students are asked to respond to a verbal/written prompt. Responses are scored for
content, grammar, and organization. Students may use a dictionary or translator and may
write or type their responses.

l;i)[".", _

~~(}U, ,~ fl~ 45 fl'inut~ to- pron <lAW ,~.ti-4 !j,(JII>!. u~~. ta tll~

.~.n~ .r'l'lfI'~t. C>~lML f~1 ftM- a aidwfL<Lf~1 01. t-taf.J'<LI,u, ana ~',

~. ciwaM. tG .«i1... 04 t~ ~«f~I4"'. "k!<lfM OW«'. ,~Jf t", ~a
utL tfL« c,m1".tt, ~nUlL<Lf (JAU) (),f~I'j<'j"14L 4 ~<H" fl'~UI"".

It.\i.U~ fP'L~; 'U\U." a'~l'lian of ill. ~jWtL tltal -wa.th
&.wJil: tuw_JitWl.

J'.-'-

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations



Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Are the response options appropriate?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any ofthe above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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DIRECTIONS: Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are
accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Each sixth grade student is assessed in math prior to his/her placement in a
middle school math course. Students may answer directly on the test document and use
scratch paper, manipulatives and/or calculators to solve problems.

Name _

1. I am a number. To find out what I am you must
take all of the digits in the largest four digit number
and add them together. Divide that number by the
minimum U.S. voting age and multiply the answer by
itself. Take that number and divide it by the number
of quarts in a gallon. Add the result to the number of
items in a gross. Now you know what I am! What
number am I?

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations



Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Are the response options appropriate?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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DIRECTIONS: Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are
accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example ofthe element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Middle School biology students participate in the state general science
assessment. The test is meant to assess students' knowledge of biology, chemistry, and
physics, and contains multiple choice and short answer response formats.

/'.nH1At: ~

PARl 1: CLn:.Le t"e Letter "'-txt to the tOrrett 1'II'v'Swe:r.

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations



Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No O'J"eeds
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Are the response options appropriate?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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DIRECTIONS: Please indicate whether or not the test scenario and items presented are
accessible, based on elements of Universal Design for Assessment listed below.

• If a positive example of the element is described within the scenario, click YES (it
is accessible).

• If a negative example is given, click NO (it is not accessible).
• If the element is not described in the scenario, click N/A (the element is not

applicable to the scenario).

Setting: Today, students in Mrs. Nelson's third grade reading group will be given a test to
measure reading comprehension. Students are allowed to use a guide to follow along. The
teacher may not read any part of the test, including directions, to students.

t-.Jarne _

Directions: Circle the letter that corresponds to your answer. 'lOll

might circle more thon one letter to answer each question, Read
each story carefully and answer the questions that follow,

1. Peter V·lent to the baseball museum with his grandfather. They

saw the Baseball Hall of Fame. Peter found a picture of his

favorite player. For lunch. he ate food that is often sold at

baseball games. His favorite was the apple pie!

What other food did Peter e(lt?

a. Hot dog

b. Peanuts

c. Burrito

d. Ice cream

Yes No N/A
Simple, Clear, & Intuitive Instructions and Procedures
Maximum Readability & Comprehensibility
Maximum Legibility
Inclusive Assessment Practices
Precisely Defined Constructs
Accessible, Non-Biased Items
Amenable to Accommodations



Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Are the items clear and understandable?
Are the response options appropriate?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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DIRECTIONS: Please describe how you would revise this scenario (the setting,
directions, and test item) to improve its accessibility.

Setting: Mr. Martin administers the district's 5th grade benchmark math assessment to his
students each trimester. Students complete the test without help from their teacher or
peers, and they are not allowed to use a calculator. They may write directly on the test,
but need to transcribe their answers onto a scantron.

I'~arne _

Directions: Fill in the bubble on your scantron that matches your
answer. You may write on the test. but you may not use a
calculator.

The Piddler has left a clue for Batman to follow at the scene of
each crime. These are the clues that Batman has found:

• There is a 1 in the thousands place.
• The digit in the tens place is 9 times the digit in the thousands

place.
• Multiply the digit in the thousands place by 2.
• The digit in the ones place is a hand without a thumb.
• The digit in the hundreds is 2 less than the number in the tens.

Solve the riddle to find the number and help Batman stop the
Riddler.

0) 19224
b) 29724

Setting

Directions

Test Item



Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

Ifyou selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?
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DIRECTIONS: Please describe how you would revise this scenario (the setting,
directions, and test items) to improve its accessibility.

Setting: ELL students in Mrs. Angeli's 7th grade class are given brief weekly reading
comprehension assessments. Students read the passage and answer the questions that
follow, using evidence to support their answers as needed. Students write directly on the
paper. Students have 10 minutes to read each passage and respond to the questions.

Auc4!tl~"S18 U(iOl!lo" ~'(4flt _.Mot.filrs m,,14!.f lUI twt/U1'J" Gaet"'C4! 01 $1fiM iJelSt
yt!ar. 1A" ulSt I" IHlql"St tll1« /""S aueO#4Hlqd to UfOl4! tall" $1,000 lor tA4 typ/«W! Giti.('1"t.
3f yOl4 i"'8t fl£lh4. "8....~t . wllat WttflJd7. • YOl4I(HCJW wAlIt 3 uce",,- 7t",tIl If:. HtOSt of "'f:

lJ<) "" Ilpe,.N"4 tiP,,,,,/: I'ouc tluc(/ to fiuet!. 8I<t. WAil" p.>Wilt ,;Aoppi"'l LIt'ates tAe
leUI<Slo" (J/8~Ci!f:S, CIVil" iltl Jjl(fts spi,£ll! 0Mt 6/ «1I1ffOe, it IItl$ Gtlc{Jffle tI W(/~HtJSfl.
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0" YOl4t il.fll.fit etll.ft:. tate I"i!f:.G~J clitlelb:. elltl( (./ £1 G/ottfqilt llHd Doss 01 SOtlllP 01111'

ucoltily w""I4I!l.
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Setting

Directions

Test Item



Reviewer Rating:
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Yes No (Needs
Improvement)

Are the directions clear and understandable?
Does this scenario reflect a plausible classroom testing situation?

If you selected No (Needs Improvement) for any of the above, please explain.

What, if any, misinterpretations might arise from the wording of the items/questions?

Any additional comments?

Any additional comments/suggestions (overall)?
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Section Needs Improvement

1 I think it is good to have a 4
point scale. I am not sure
about an equitable difference
in the higher two 'somewhat'
and Very. I believe 'a little'
and 'somewhat' are close in
sim ilarity for descriptions.

Just an idea/question. 'a little'
and 'somewhat' are very
similar. It seems like maybe
you only need one of these
options

2 I do prefer the language of
this scale.

it may be useful on the
English Language Learners
question to parenthetically
write English is not native or
primary language

Could you change 'A little' to
'Very little' - that might
eliminate some of the
potential overlap between 'A
little and some'

Are you going to ask 'not
sure' for any items? This may
not be necessary, but is an
idea.

physical disability is
differently interpreted in
different states. maybe an i.e.,
would help?

Potential
Misinterpretations

Often UD is used for UDL/I-
granted that isn't correct but I
wonder if the UD question
should be last, or at least after
UDL/I so as to differentiate
from UDL/I?

Some people who know very
little may choose somewhat
because they don't want to
look 'uninformed' aka stupid,
so they may over rate their
knowledge.

lack ofknowledge with
current term of English
Language Learners

206

Additional

I was clicking on the last
item's radio buttons just to
see if it was forced
response--I assume it is
since I can't remove my
button

The survey is a nice idea.
My one concern is that
whether or not teachers
know a lot about UDA, they
are stuck with the test they
get (for large scale
assessments). If this is for
local or classroom-based
assessments, this could be
very informational!



Section Needs Improvement

3 I am struggling with the
difference between 'rate' and
perhaps 'respond'--aren't you
really asking them to respond
to the following here? You
are asking for frequency, not
rating of comfort or
knowledge.

Could you reword the
opening statement??? It is
wordy. ex. 'I have received
training and/or continue to
receive training related to'; 'I
am trained to work with' or
get rid of 'working with'

Potential
Misinterpretations

You could specialize each
instruction page to improve
clarity.
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Additional

Excellent - very clear and
understandabIe

Is there a reason why only
students with learning and
physical disabilities were
included?

4

5

Chained so if not in the last 5
years they don't get the item?
If so then directions are fine.

The item on Prof Dev may
benefit from some
clarification---under that
would school, district and
state workshops count? Or
are you looking for
something specific to the
school/district. Also, ifI am
in an online or university
course I HOPE that I read
books/articles, so do you
mean independent reading
here? Or something like that?

this one is tough, how can a
physical entity be somewhat
accessible for ALL users. I
am implying all from the
statement. in which case the 4
point scale is off. You are or
are not accessible, somewhat
or mostly is irrelevant. You
can get in the door but not the
classrooms...

Could you say 'Not at all
accessible', etc. instead of
just 'Not at all'?

Yes--but I wonder if it might
be helpful to have a sub
question set under the
curriculum is accessible
question--and have them
respond specifically to the 4
items you asked earlier (PD,
LD, ELL, E Disadvantaged)-
wouldn't that give you more
information? Or if you
respond no to the question, a
chained pop up as I
described.

My assumption is that the
above question will be
juxtaposed to the previous
question. Even so, it may be
useful to set a context of
professional development
training in education or for
students with disabilities...



Section

6

7

Needs Improvement

Set the stage for the
responses. I appreciate
keeping the directions simple,
here it may be useful to set
up in my classroom, in my
teaching, in our schoo!...

in the allow my student, set a
context, is this in an
assessment situation, general
class day routine,
assignments etc. or ?

On the first section--all
students or just those with a
504/iep.

Final question--is this needed
if they answer yes to the
above section? And shouldn't
504 be also listed?

Are you asking if the teacher
is 'able' meaning capable or
allowed?

The 'I allow' question is a bit
frustrating. I assume this is
in general, but in some
situations some people may
not do these things. I.e. I can
see people thinking that if the
student doesn't use class time
wisely, they don't provide
extra time. Not sure what
you want to know. Could
you add 'when necessary'

For the technology item, you
may need to be more specific
(e.g., never, once per month,
weekly, daily)

I am a big parallel structure
person--so fix the 2nd
chained set to reading making
presentations, completing
research....

Potential
Misinterpretations

It may be worthwhile to
define what is meant by
accommodation, unless you
want to evaluate
understanding
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Additional

In the section 'I provide
accommodations for.. .' you
mention tests and
assignments... 'projects'
came to mind, but I guess
that would be part of
'assignments'? Just a
thought.

Nice



Section

8

9

Needs Improvement

The directions are clear, but
could possibly be simplified.
Select the appropriate rating
for the following statements.

Not sure about the first one.
Are the statements intended
to catch teacher perceptions?
If so, would a Likert scale
around agree to disagree be
better?

Ok--if intentional leave it, but
in the previous items you go
from negative to positive and
now from positive to
negative---while it is good to
have some 'truth' seeking
items I hope that you don't
get some incorrect responses
here.

This is a big shift from your
previous instructions----don't
you want them to rate here?
Whatever you do, keep it
parallel for the reader.

What if someone doesn't
understand what you mean by
target population?

Same as previous on
directions

See previous page comments

Same comment about the
instructions.

Should 'reviews' in the last
item be 'review'

I don't understand the last
statement 'Careful item
development... '

By 'item' do you mean
problem on a test??

Potential
Misinterpretations
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Additional

This was a really abrupt
shift from the previous
items--I know that you don't
want to impact your
responses by too much
additional information, but a
brief intro like The
following items will ask you
to respond to information
about testing, or something
like that to help the shift.

I think somewhere you
should ask if they know
they definition for
accommodations? And then
maybe even define what
you mean? When I work
with working teachers, often
modification/
accommodations are used
interchangeably. They
aren't...but this would skew
your response data.



Section

10

Needs Improvement

See previous directions
comment. Otherwise very
clear.

See previous two page
comments

The first 2 items confused
me---and this seems like a
strange set of items.

Student writing readability?

Student writing legibility?

Sorry I have trouble with
'clearly defined constructs.. .'
not sure what you're asking.

I'm not sure that it is
necessarily a problem with
the item .. .it may just be that I
don't know what it
means...but I'm not sure what
'Clearly defined constructs
promote accurate decisions
based on student
performance' means.

Potential
Misinterpretations

Some language issues
depending on audience.
Constructs is the biggy.

Additional

210

11 See previous three page
comments

What constitutes text? A
paragraph? A sentence?

I have had to reread the
following a few times and I
am still not sure what you
want: An important
consideration regarding test
directions and procedures is
whether or not students are
able to work independently
through a test
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Section General Comments

12 Not sure of participants, might you have researchers unaffiliated with a University. Like PIR
or ORl or CAST. ..

Will you survey at all three levels? If so, consider that access issues are different for
universities than they are for K-12 education (e.g., students can't go to universities if they
don't demonstrate a certain level of achievement, but all students can access K-12 education).

13 These may need to be defined. For example put population ranges behind Urban and
suburban. Has a term been applied to smaller towns and cities that aren't a suburb of a Ig
pop'n center?

I don't know if you possibly want population ranges in here. (greater than 50,000, etc) I can
see some cities/areas being confused by this item.

14 This is fine, but didn't you have three levels (elementary, secondary, tertiary) [before]?

What about combo? Do you want to know if it is a single class but combined grades?

What about preK or sped?

Straight forward.

15 Good list of choices

You may wish to check on the credential categories in Oregon, they may be very different.
And you should also check on the ages of an ECSE credential--for some it goes to gl and
may cover the early grades.

What about admin, SPL, psych, counselor, etc?

Do you want to include anything about the CLAD/BCLAD? or are those outdated?

16

17

18

19

20

Other

Do you want to create a scale for ease of analysis? (e.g., 0-3 years, 4-7 years, etc.)

Do you want to create a scale for ease of analysis? (e.g., 0-3 years, 4-7 years, etc.)

Do you really have a major for a MS or PHD?

What does 'regardless of race' mean? Just curious

Well stated

This is a very good survey. Well done. Thanks for letting me take a peek and comment.

I hope my feedback is helpful!

Very interesting survey! You have a lot of really good questions. I hope my input helps.
Ignore what is not helpful! Good luck!

Very clear for me. Nicely done.

This looks great! I don't feel like I was all that helpful because I didn't have many comments,
but this is because it is very clear and well done.
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